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Columbia asks
some employees to
re-apply for jobs
o

Department cuts are first phase of 20 I 0 plan, says VP

By Chris Coates

Edto<·MijeI

Andrew J. Scott/The Chronicle

Julio Orozco Sr., a radio major at Columbia, hosts a call-in program onthe college station,
WCRX-FM, on Nov. 14. The station was a 2002 finalist for the Silver Microphone Award.

Faculty: Workload overwhelming
o

National trend has teachers splitting classroom time and professional work

ByUsi BaI(le

Manar;>g EiIto!
Concem~ about workload are on the
rise as collegeS and universities across
the counny continue to expect more inand out--of-class initiatives from their
full- time teachers.
Teachers said the issue surrounding
fu ll-time faculty workload has become
increasingly complex, making it difficult to fUld a solution for the problem
and even harder to sway college administrators to comply with proposed solutions.
The same is true for Columbia,
according to its faculty.
Columbia advertises itself to incoming students as a school where people
can be taught by professionals stHI
working in a variety of an fi elds.
It even touts the idea in its long-term
capital plan, Columbia 20 IO.
"Columbia 2010 envisions a dynamic outward looking institution whose
facu lty, students and staff are actively
engaged in the professional, civic and
cultural life of their communities," it
reads in the introduction.
But the extra demands expected from
teachers make the situation difficult to
accomplish, especially without them
getting burnt out. Many times full -time
teachers are expected to advise and
counsel their students, as well as create
an effective curriculum for their four to
five classes each week that will benefit
a diverse group of students.
Depending on the separate goals and
missions, individual institutions expect
every full -time teacher to spend set
amounts of time in the classroom and
within their professional field, educa-

tion experts said.
According to college officials. teaching and professional development are
supposed to work as counterparts in
order to benefit students from a more
in-depth teaching style and to help
teachers further their careers.
Colleges also require these teachers
to be active in me college community.
As a result, full -time faculty are
required to serve on committees, to play
various roles in coUege government, to
advise extra curricular activities and to
curate special programs.
More and more, full -time faculty
members site these high expectations
when describing their lack of availa ble time.
"Parents and taxpayers may think
that professors, because they set their
own hours and determine for memselves whether to work near their cappuccino machines at home or to go to
the offices provided by the university,
have it pretty good." wrote Alan Wolfe
in "Professors Are Unconvincing in
Shielding Their Interests," an article for
The Chronicle of Higher Education.
"The initial insti nct of professors
is to tell them how wrong they are,"
he wrote.
Wolfe. the director of the Boisi
Center for Religion and American
Public Life at Boston College, said in
me article mat professors struggle to
fi nd ways to teU administrators, students and parents just how much they
actually work.
Although the tremendous amount of
extra work is rarely seen in the classroom, it is every bit as prevalent as it is
relevant to their primary teaching goals,

he said. Teachers experience their second full -time job after the traditional
working day ends at 5 p.m., as well as
on the weekends.
Henry L. Allen, an associate professor of sociology and a member of me
National Higher Education research
advisory comminee, said that his experience with researching and noting
unbalances in workload began in the
early '90s.
Per Allen's research, scholars predicted this wave of concern si nce the

'80,.
According to Allen, the workload
debate can be broken down into two
issues. The fi rst deals with me faculty'S
capabilities of teaching, keeping up
wim their professional careers and dealing with additional responsibilities at
me same time.
The second issue poses the question
concerning the proper balance between
teaching responsibilities and other necessary tasks.
As of yet. few people are serious
about instituting a solution that directly
deals with those issues, according to
Allen.
"It hurts faculty. it hurts students, it
hurt... everyone," he said, "because no
one wants to deal with that situation."
But finding a working solution to the
problem is easier said than done.
In order for teachers to set aside
more time to pursue creative endeavors.
something Columbi a targets and
encourages, they need to be relieved of
some time in the cla ..sroom. he said.
Such a request poses a larger, more
economic problem for the school's

See Workload, Page 4

Columbia's new vice president of
Institutional Advancement is requiring
most of his department's employees to
reapply for their own jobs, marking the
first in a series of proposed steps to
change how me college attracts donors.
Although officials are hesitant to
label the changes ')ob cuts." the rehiting procedure could mean some "under
qualified employees" who are currently
in the de panment losing their jobs.
No employees in the office contacted
by The Chronicle were willing to talk
about the changes.
The move comes as Vice President
for Institutional Advancement Sam
Ross. who was hired last month, begins
implementing sweeping changes in me
depanment in an effort by Columbia to
rely less on tuition and more on philanthropic and alumni donations.
The ideological shift is one pan of
the college's multifaceted Columbia
20 I0 plan. a systematic diagram of the
role of Columbia withi n the next
decade.
According to Ross. he is putting into
motion one part of the plan.
"(College Presidem Warrick L.J
Carter wanted to bring in a vice president for advancemenl who could not
deal with Ituitionl but ramer find ways
to enhance philanthropic support." said
Ross. who was hired Oct 13.
The college has traditionally relied

on Columbia-sponsored events to
increase both donations for student
scholarships and name brand recognition.
But Ross said such fu nd-raising
events are the " least effective" in terms
of donations because the college must
absorb all the overhead costs.
_
Ross-and indeed Colurntrul·,
adrninistJatiocnvisions the college
moving , awa! from special events to
"planned giving," he said.
Ross said mat a consultant fum hired
by the college suggested taking several
steps to boost the college's donor programs. One step, Ross said. includes
enhancing me college's planned giving
list. whereby donors contribute funds
out of meir will or estate. Perhaps most
importantly. me consultants told the
college to examine how it attracts corporate donors. organizations. foundations and eveD individuals-including
fonner Columbia students.
Ross said the system that was in
place was not ready for me ambitious
changes.
" In coming in and reading the
reports and seeing what had gone here
in the past." Ross said. ';1 mought me
organization was ready to take a leap."
That "leap" has Ross examining
which current staff members can make
the transition fro m event coordinators
to donation seekers.
Indications are some members on

See Cuts, Page 4

'Not guilty' says student
faced with drug charges
o

Next court date Jan. 8 for students in marijuana sting

By Fernando Dlaz
News E<lto<
A Columbia stude nt plead not
gui lty Nov. 14 in Cook County
Criminal Court to drug charges that
could land him in jail for a maximum
of 15 years if convicted.
Justin Damion, 2 1. a music bus iness major. was arrested along with
five other men at his apartment in
the building at 2 E. 8th S1. on Oct. 5
and charged with unlaw fu l possession of cannabi s aft er police fou nd
w hat they beli eved to be almost
$500,000 worth o f marij uana.
Nov. 14 was the initial court date
for the six me n followi ng their
arrest. Attorneys requested po lice
records that would be used in the
case. Each of the men has received
the same charge.
Columbia o ffi cia ls could not conf irm w he ther Damion was sti ll
attendi ng c lasses.
According to the student code of
conduct sanct ions may be imposed
fo ll ow in g a violat io n, but in
Dami on's case no explicit vio lation
of the code was committed.
The code s tates, however. that the
college "rese rves the right to impose
any sancti on that it fee ls is an appro-

priate res po nse to the infraction
w hether the sanction is listed in the
code o r not."
Damion is out on bond after posting S90,OOQ. T he other men have
also pos ted bond s as high as

$ 100.000.
As hley Knight , coo rdinator o f
st uden t re lations. said on ly that
"( Damionl is no longer a member of
the community."
Facu lty, staff and employees of
the college must report a conv iction
for drug-related offenses, but the
requ irement is not extended to students. While the co ll ege does not
tolerate the presence of drugs on
campus, it is unclear what the position would be wi th respect to drugs
off campus.
T he apartment w here the six men
were arrested is not school prope rty.
Two of the men arrested were students
at
the
University
of
Wisconsin-Madison. one attended
Park land Academy and another was
a st ude nt at Wright College, police
records s how.
The nex t court date is sched uled
for Jan. 8, but the trial "could take a
year," said Marvin Bloom. an attorney for one of the men.
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MONDAY
Jazz Gallery is at 12:30 p.m. in The Concert Hall in The
Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. For more information
about the weekly student performances, call (312) 344-6179.

TUESDAY
"Exploring the Art of Music" with jazz artist Bill Dobbins
is at J :30 p.m. in The Concert Hall in The Music Center, 1014
S. Michigan Ave. For more information, call (312) 3446179.

Student Government senate meets at 5 p.m. in The Hub
inside the J J 04 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. For more information, call (312) 344-6657.

WEDNESDAY
The Kevin Martinez Trio is performing in the Acoustic
Music Series at I p.m. in the Hokin Gallery of the Wabash
Campus Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave. For more information, call (J12) 344-7188.
The Interactive Multimedia workshop "Sty le Concepts:
Designing for the Younger Generation Part I ( Photoshop)" is
at 6 p.m. in Room 608 in the South Campus Building, 624 S .
Michigan Ave. Part II of this workshop is on Dec . 3. For
more information, call (312) 344-7751.

THURSDAY
Big Mouth is at 6 p.m. in the Hokin Annex of the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave . For more information. call (312) 344-7188.

FRIDAY
The HEMATOMA closing event and print sale is at 5 p.m.
This FOCO event is in the C33 Space in the 33 E. Congress
Parkway Building. All pieces in the exhibition are for sale,
and a portion of the proceeds will benefit the Chicago Public
School Scholarship. For more information, call (312) 344.
7812 .

CORRECTION

Due to an editing mistake in the article "South Loop hosts
blood drive for LifeSourcc" in the Nov. I 0 edition, The
Chronicle inaccurately attributed a quote.
John McGuire, a neighborhood coordinator, said : "Many
people disqualify themselves before they even try."
In the same article, The C hronicle included an incorrect statistic about how many people donate blood annually. Five percent donate blood.
The pl ace and lime were omitted from the "Meet the producer" announcement in last week's C hronicle . Robcrt
Teitcl will appear on Nov. 25 at 7:3 0 p.m . in the Merle
Rcskin Theatcr, 60 E. Balbo Drive .
The Chronicle regret s the errors.

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, cali The Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344·7254.
TK.
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~ending
I adore
~.v~I~a\io'M' It gives
us a chance to review.t'h~J1aJ't months
with a critical eye. We sh~ ld '~eally do
the same before Elect ion Day 2004.
It seems politics is in a constant
shade of waxing and waning. If there's
a conservative in the White House, a
liberal will likely be next. It 's "the
grass is always greener on the other
side" routine- we're never happy about
who's running the country. There's
always someone better.
If the White House is up for g rabsthat is to say, a sitting president is not
seeking re-election either by choice or
due to term limits- the electorate
seemingly experiences an ideological
shift. It's been that way ever since the
Congress adopted the 22nd
Amendment, a term limit answer to
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's four
terms in office.
And while every move a president or
presidential candidate makes affects the
outcome of their political career, no
moment in U.S . history affected the
political pendulum more than the
events 40 years ago this week.
On an unusually tepid day in central
Texas, President 10hn F. Kennedy rode
through downtown Dallas in an opentop limousine . He needed Texas for the
1964 election, which was less than a
year away.
With thousands of Texans crammed
along the motorcade route, Texas Gov.
10hn Connelly's wife leaned across thelimo's jump seat and yelled: "Mr.
President, you certainly can't say that
Dallas doesn' t love you!"
An instant later, a bullet sliced open
the president's neck and another shot
exploded his skull.
While the particulars of the murder
are debatable, the ramifications are not.
The assassination of President John F.
Kennedy, more than shocking the

16 years ago in
The ChroJ,licle
On Page 7 of the Nov. 16. 1987 edition,
The Chronicle looks at the restoration of
the Congress Plaza Hotel- then simply
"The Congress Hotel ."
Built in 1893, the hotel at 520 S.
Michigan Ave . was connected to the
Auditorium Theatre ac ross Congress
Parkway via an underground tunnel
called "Peacock Alley."
Today, the hotel is experiencing a
worker strike-picketers are protesting in
front of the historic building on Michigan
Avenue.
As for the 1987 article's writer, Lee
Bey went on to write for the now defunct
City News Bureau and the Chicago SunTimes before being named Chicago
Mayor Richard M. Daley's deputy chief
of stafT for planning.

I AnnQuncements
That'. a wrap
•
As part of the Take I Fi lm Festival,
the Film and Video Department presents a
juricd festi va l featuring the best of
Production I anti Production II student
fi lms on Nov. 19 ut 6 p.m. in Room 302
of the 1104 Center. 11 04 S. Wabas h Ave .
For more informutioll on the free event,
cull (312) 344-670H .

Traveling art
• The 82nd Art Din:ctor's Club AnnUII I
Award, Exhibition bcsins Nov. 2 1 whh a
reception at 5 p.m. The event, lIponsored
by the Art and Delll"n Department, Is In
the Illh Street Cumpul BulldlnlJ, 72 E.
II th St. The traveling exhlbhloll II OrSIIl1.
11,cd by The New York Art Director'.
Club Inc. and run. through Dec. 17.

the political pendulum swinging

electorate changed the ir mind and
nation, altered the presidential timeline
voted in the conservative governor of
forever.
Cali fornia, Ronald Reagan, who served
And so, I present the certified 317two terms before his vice president,
word "what if' thumbnail sketch of
George H.W. Bush was elected.
presidential pol itics.
Bush's son, George W. Bush, capitalFollow me: On Air Force One 40
ized on his name and became Governor
years ago, Vice President Lyndon B.
of Texas in 1994.
Johnson was sworn into office. In
Meanwhile, President Bush was
1964, 10hnson won the election by the
voted out of office in 1992 after the
largest margin since the 1824 presiden" no new taxes" fias co. President
tial election- almost 65 percent. It was
William 1. Clinton- another unknown
due, at least in part, to Kennedy's postmortem influence on the still-grieving
governor of a southern state- became
president in 1992. He served two terms
electorate.
before George W. Bush was nominated
That would change in 1968 when
. by the Supreme Court.
10hnson, facing feverish criticism for
Vietnam, didn't seek re-e lection.
What a tangled web we weave.
Kennedy, who strongly supported conSo where do we stand now? Will the
political pendulum force Bush out of
taining Communism, would have
stayed in Vietnam . If Kennedy was
the White House?
alive, he wouldn't be facing re-election
The answer is vague.
Bush's poll numbers are low. And
in 1968- 10hnson could have won a
historically, a sitting, wartime president
term on his own. Perhaps Robert
Kennedy wou ld still be alive.
is fighting a staggering law of averInstead, Richard M. Nixon, President
ages. lames Madison, Woodrow
Eisenhower'S V.P. and the Republ ican
Wilson, Harry S. Truman, 10hnson and
nominee in 1960 against IFK-was
Bush Sr.-all wartime commanders in
elected in part because of his promise
chief---didn't return to the White House
to end the Vietnam War. In 1972, he
after their first teon.
beat Congressman George McGovern,
Thus, Bush will likely look to capiwho was also against Vietnam. M aybe
talize on his wartime president
Gov. George C. Wallace would still be
moniker. The Republican National
alive.
Convention is the latest it's ever been
Nixon's vice president, Spiro Agnew,
in 2004-just nine days before the third
stepped down in 1973, opening the
anniversary of 9/J I. Expect some
door for Gerald R . Ford. In 1974,
wartime rhetoric.
Nixon resigned after the break-in at the
As for the Democratic National
Watergate Hotel two years earlier.
Convention next year in Boston, if the
Ford became the only president
events in Dallas 40 years ago were a bit
never to be elected by the American
different, I know the ideal keynote
people. He promised to end "the long
address.
national nightmare" of the Nixon White
It would be from the state's native
House.
son, John F. KennCdy. He'd' still be
younger than the oldest living presiIn 1976, the electorate wanted a
change, so they elected a virtually
dent, Ronald Reagan. I bet he'd have a
lot to say.
unknown governor of Georgia named
-ccoates@Chroniclemail.com
Jimmy Carter. Four years later, the
Gallery hours are Tuesday through
Saturday, 11 a.m . to 5 p.m. For more
information, call (312) 344-6156.

case work. network and job shadow with a

Smile for the camera

Music to our ears

•
"How to Get a lob in TV News:
Developing a Broadcast Resume Tape" is
on Nov. 20. Fonner CLTV news director
and 10urnalism Department instructor lim
Disch will screen and critique resume tapes
sent to him by aspiring television journalists. The workshop is at 6 p.m. in the 11th
floor faculty lounge of the South Campus
Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave. For more
infonnation, contact (3 12) 344-7643.

•
European jazz pianist Thomas
Gunther is performing on Nov. 20 at
12:30 p.m. in The Concert Hall in The
Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
The Thomas Gunther Band features
Bobbi Wilsyn, vocals, lim Gailloreto.
reeds and Dan Anderson, bass. For mo~
infonnation call (312) 344-7185.

Colwnbia alumni. For more information.
call (312) 344-7927.

Meet the author
•
Andrew Causey, a Liberal Education
faculty member and author of the book

Hard Bargaining in Sumatra: Western
Travelers and Toba Batab in the
Souvenir Morketplace, will read a selected story from his book on Nov. 18 at II
a.m. in the Columbia Bookstore, 624 S.
Michigan Ave. A short Q-and-A session
will follow.

Grab some popcorn
•
Documentary Week features film
screenings each day of the week. The week
kicks otT on Nov. 17 with re-screenings of
the International Student Documentary
Competition winners. Other highlights of
the week include u screening on Nov. 21 of
Srolle.f in the Soil by faculty member
Michllel CUpl111l Ilnd select documentnry
studenls will hllvc the opportunity to meet
with Jcrry Blumenthlll und Gordon Quinn,
the bruins behind f/oop DN'llmS, For more
informntion on screening locntions nnd
times, cilil (312) 344·7 185 .

Oet a Job
•
"Curccr SIIVVY: How 10 Build Your
Future's Foundlliion III Columbll\" is on
Nov. 19 III 12:30 p,m. In Room J II of the
Wllbnsh Cumpus Bulldhlj, 623 S. Wabash
Ave. 111111 workshop wllltellch Ihe Slops fur
cllreer succe!!s by showlnlJ !ludents how to
punmc sludenl media opportunith::s, show-

All ,..,."" provided b~
AttuWMth".OMn 0l00.S
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Sometimes it's fun Do you know the
being a 'wise ass' ~~P.~~!"~~~:~:." """'

.
d
o I mprovlsation
groups test their skills at rapid-fire comedy in event's secon year

Andrew J. ScottlThe Chronicle

Cast members of the 'Dolphin of Damnation,' Adam Yencho and Ted Blegan, perform in the Wise Ass
comedy show in the Hokin Annex in the Wabash Campus Building , 623 S. Wabash Ave., on Nov. 13.
By Domil}ick Basta
S.fWriter
More than 60 students showed up
for Wise Ass, the stand up comedy and
improv open mic night at Columbia's
Hok.in Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
The Nov. 13 event, had its best attendance yet, organizers said.
The event's host, junior acting major
Rebecca Gallagher, was overjoyed at
the turnout. Response to the event, now
in its second year, was extremely positive as well .
"Comedy is the best way to bring
people together, and I think this year
really accomplished that," Gallagher
said. " ' t's also been a lot more unexpected fun than it was in previous
years."
Gallagher was one of the many acting students who put together this
year's Wise Ass show, which fared the
best out of the three performances at
Co lumbia so far, according to
Gallagher and other theater department
students.
'" never would have done comedy,
but I thOUght it would be nice to try
something new," said Rynell Simon, a
junior film major, who participated in
the third-act improv games after

friends encouraged him to get on stage.
All aspiring comics were encouraged to perform. Patrick Duvall, who
organized and launched the event in
the fall of2002, never thought it would
last beyond its first year.
"We have a lot of llewcomers who
are really enthusiastic about performing," Duvall said.
Duvall, a former junior acting major
who said he plans to return to
Columbia next spring, was involved in
the improv games portion of the show,
in which aud ience members are
encouraged to work on their comic
chops.
Most of the games the sketch group
played in the show were variations of
many classic routines done at
Chicago's improv institutions such as
Comedy Sports, Second City and
Improv Olympic.
The show was divided into three
segments: stand-up, sketch comedy
and open mic.
During the first hour, which was set
aside for advanced student sign-up, the
audience really got into the spirit of the
show. The supportive Columbia crowd
made the first-time participants feci
quite at ease they said.
" I've never done this before, but I

Andrew J. ScottfThe Chronicle

Television writing majors Chris Pagnozzi and Mike Ryan get a
kick out of student improvisational performers at Wise Ass.

think it went well. I've been meaning
to get back into the improv thing anyway and this was the perfect opportunity," said Darren Cox, sophomore
film major, who entertained with anecdotal jokes about his Catholic school
upbringing and a spoken word monologue.
Participants were not limited to
Columbia's student body. Dan Gomez,
a sophomore at a city college, heard
about the show from a friend and
decided to give it a try.
"People say I'm funny all the time,"
Gomez said. "But, I really don't know
a lot of funny people."
The second part included a lengthy
act featuring Columbia'S sketch comedy troupe, The Surly Lawn Jockeys.
The group is composed of students
from a comedy workshop class in the
Theater Department. The set was broken up into a series of six-minute
sketches . Senior students Lauren
Wells, Liz McArthur and Robert
Nastoff, along with Michele Gross,
junior, and emcee Gallagher demonstrated their improv abi lities with a
professional ism often secn in Second
Ci£y or Improv Olympic shows.
"Surly Lawn Jockeys is great fun
because we get to work on our craft. all
semester and perform at events like
these," Wells said .
"We hope that sinee most o f our routine is based on Columbia experiences
on and around campus, students will be
able 10 relale to the humor," Gross said.
After a brief intermission, the final
portion of the show opened up the
stage to any audience members willing
to let themselves go. The Hokin Annex
had, by that time, taken on a relaxed
and intimate ai r.
The rapid-fire comedy o f the third
act was mainly done through audience
participation and various improv
games. Ryan Durling. a senior technical theater major and a Columbia
teaching assistant in an improv class,
said he loved getting involved in the
event.
" I did Wise Ass the first semester it
debuted, and it wasn't nearly this
good," Durling said. "This really has
been the best yet."
.

By Jordan Troka
AssislanlN"" Edij~

When Matt La sh was a child
growing up in Bloomington, ilL , he
sat outside of his country home and
imagined all the things he cou ld do
with his life. But most of all, hc
wanted 10 be a performer.
At age 20, Lash is living his
dream . After completing two years
of an interdisc iplinary television and
theater major at Co lumb ia, Lash
took the fall semester off to travel
the country with "Bear in the Big
Blue House: Li ve," a stage version
of the popular Disney Channel children's show. The characters are all
Jim Henson Muppets, and Lash
plays Treelo, the green lemur.
Lash describes the character as a
"very crazy and outrageous character that goofs aroun d the whole
time. " Those who know Lash describe
him in a similar way.
"Matt sort of bops through life,"
sai d Scott Olson, a faculty member
in the Theater Department who had
Lash in class during the past school
year. "Matt had one of the most
upbeat personalities."
If it seems surprising that at the
age of 20 Lash has accomplished so
much, it shouldn't. In the last year
he spent a week at the Stardust Hotel
and Casino in Las Vegas performing
magic. He also interned with NBC
Studios after doing bit parts on "The
Jenny Jones Show" and appeared in
a few pilots.
Lash's girlfriend, Cindy Rivera,
said that he is the most determined
person she knows.
" He goes for what he wants and he
gets it," she said .
Lash, whose favorite types of performance are puppetry, magic and
comedy, said that people often asJ(
him how he's been so successful. He
said he tells them that he takes every
opportunity that comes his way.
" In cl ass, he took enormous

willing to take, and he always pulled
it ofT," Olson said.
Lash is seldom without a sm ile on
his face. And even on the phone, his
ncvcr·cnding grin can be sensed.
" I think he changed me into a
more positive person." said Rivera,
who has traveled the country to sec
Lash perform as Trcclo 18 times.
And despite being in a whirlwind
of bright lights and big names, Lash,
who heard about the Muppet audition through Columbia, remains
modest about his success. Tn fact.
Lash g!!IS a star-struck flutter in his
voice when he mentions the numerous ce lebrit ies he has met while on
tour with the Muppets. He gushes
about riding in an elevator with
singer Mya, hanging out with actor
M ichae l C larke Duncan and meeting
magician David Coppe rfield. Lash
was even excited about geuing to
perform as Treelo a few weeks ago
at the Kodak Theatre in Hollywood
where the Academy Award s are held.
"When you meet [Matt}, you
know exactly what he was like when
he was 5 or 6," Ol son said. " He is
just bigger, taller than he was then."
Though Lash performs 10 shows a
wee k and has his arm extended
above his head for the entire time he
is onstage with the puppet, he never
tires.
" Ie's just really, really, excit ing,"
Lash said.
In the future, Lash plans to return
to Columbia and finish his degree.
From there, he is not exactly sure
what he will do next.
" I have always been an entertainer. It's my passio n. , love living my
dreams."

"Bear in the Big Blue House:
Live" wiJi not be slopping in
Chicago but will be in Indianapolis
at the Murat Theater, 502 N. New
Jersey St. , Nov. 20 through Nov. 23
For tickets, call (317) 239-5J5/ or
visit www.ticketmaster.com.

David Michael Qu irk

Student Matt Lash poses with Treelo the green lemur, a character
he performs in the live version of the Disney Channel program
'Bear in the Big Blue House.'
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Superwoman, Freud stimulate art
o

Meeting experiments with free association

By Jlml, Murnan.

SIaII_

Sri Snr... also i<nC.wn as'Or. Baskaran PHlai, maintains a
lradition that stretches lhousarids of years. Siva discussed wiIh students teachings !hat have been kept

secret in India. but are now shared. On Nov. 13. Siva vis:.
ited Columbia and addressed members of a Comparative '
Religions Class.

Workload

A large crowd joined S igmund
Freud; Sister Wendy Beckett. Che
Guevara and Superwo man lookalikes in a fi ft h floor conference
room overlooking Millennium Park
at the Chicago Cultural Center on
Nov. 6 . T he event was no late
Halloween party but an interactive
d iscussion on Joseph Cornell , the
American artist from the 19305
Icnow~be s t fo r his 3-D box constructions.
The Thursday night lecture was
part of Intersections: A Meeting
Place for Diverse Ideas on
Contemporary Culture and the Arts.
Intersect ions, which is co-sponsored
by . Columb ia and the Chi cago
Department of Cultural Affairs, takes
place at the Cultura l Center, 78 E.
Washington St., the fi rst Thursday of
every month. h is a lso free and open
to the public.
Paul Carnie, Ph.D., professor o f
psychology in the Cultural Stud ies
Program of Co lumbi a's Li bera l
Educatio n Department, lead th is
month's Intersections: "The Magical
Aesthetics of Visual Arti st Joseph
Cornell : Constructing (via Dada) the
Psychology, Spectator and Artist."
Cornell 's work was analyzed using
Dadaist ideals, the artistic and literary movement of the early 20th century that changed the way many pe0ple saw traditional an. According to
Camic, Cornell , like the Dadaist

movement itself, challenged what
many people in Western culture
thOUght of as "acceptable" visual art.
As stated in an announcement
regarding this month's Intersections,
Cornell 's work served as a parallel to
its viewers by "making visual the
infi nite and unfathomable ways the
psyche experiences the unknowns of
life." This, o f course, led to a tho rough ' explanation on the difference
between one's conscious and subconscious.
Carnic strived to get attendees to
think of " how a box is transfonned
into more than a box," by showing
colorful slides of Cornell 's infamous
work. The participants were then
asked to write down what they fe lt .or
thOUght about the: images and pass
them to their table captains, who
inc luded
" F reud, "
and
"Superwoman," among othets. This
exercise was a group free assoc iation
experim ent. Those invo lved were
urged not to think of what they' d
write down but to simply capture the
fi rst thing that came to their m inds.
According to Carn ic, the grouP ...
experiment was similar to the inkblot
test initiated by Hennann Rorschach.
As many know, the Rorschach Test
became a very popular psychoana1ytical procedure. M uch like free association, it urges participants to say
the fi rst thing that comes to mind
when viewing an image.
The slides of Cornell 's work,
showed with and w ithout music play ing, elicited vari ous responses.

Many people mentioned time while
others gave more random response!
such as "birdhouse," "a chair losi ng
its stuffing," "hourglass" and "coffee
grains ."
Carnic felt the exercise wou ld
" bridge the divide between the conscious and unco nscious, making the
unknown known ."
Acco rding to Eri n McCarthy,
Ph.D ., oral and sports history instructor of Co lumbia 's Cultural Studies
program, each Intersections sympo·
sium is better than the last-and
Carn ic's was no exception.
" I really liked the participatory
aspect of Paul's lecture ... hi s more
scholarly poi nts were made very
clear to the audience through their
involvement."
McCarthy, who is extremely
involved with many of the city's cu i·
tural affairs, wi ll also lead an
Intersections lecture early next year
on sport and sexuality.
A lso popular that night was a brie l
free associ ati on sti nt in which
George W. · Bush was mentioned.
Carnic then went ' around the room
tapping on shoulders to get reactiom
that ranged from "stupid," "gross,"
and, of all things, "Titanic."
Intersections is held at the cultural
cente r the fi rst Thursday o f the
month , September throug h June,
ex cept for January when the meetin,@
is switched to the second Thursday.

For more injof malion visi,
www.intersections.colum.edu or call
(3/2) 744-6630.

Continued from Front Page

administrators.
an added twist
workload dilemma, according to
According to Joe Laiacona, an aca- Crowe. is to add another category of
If full-time teachers teach one less
class each semester, the school either demic computing part-time faculty
full ·lime faculty that includes nonhas to find someone else to teach it or association representative, the large tenure track full timers.
they have to eliminate the class from
number of part timers at Columbia
Because col leges aren' t necessarily
the schedule, he said.
makes more work for the full ·time fae·
ready to hire more adjunc~, he said, this
t
method allows part-timers to gel paid
According 10 """David Krause, the ulty.
di rector o f Co lumbia'S Center for
TIle large percentage of committee
working wages with benefits. It will
Teaching Excellence, the two most and administrative work fal ls on fewer also al low this group of ful l timers to
desilable outcomes are to reduce the faculty members, as a result, he said.
focus on teaching while tenure track full
number of teaching hours for full-time
laiacona said the best solution is timers can focus on the job's extra
faculty and to hire more full-time teach- to hire more full ·time faculty. But demands.
ers.
laiacona and Columbia's P-Fac
Columbia's full-time faculty mem·
.. , think there's a sense among many
organization have another solution.
hers have pushed for a solution by formof (Columbia's] full4ime ·faculty that
" We've tried to introduce the idea of ing a faculty workload group that
the teaching load ... is heavy, given the expanding the role of part4.ime facu l- reportedly started seven years ago as a
expectations for professional creativity, ty," he said, "[so they can take] some of Columbia College Faculty Organization
as well as activity in governance," he the non-educational work.!oad."
committee.
said.
According to laiacona, the P~Fac
The group has submitted several
While there's no easy way to com- committee discussed the idea with the revised drafts of a proposal to the
pare workload issues at different col- school during the 200 1 ~2002 school provost's office, requesting a reduction
leges and wtiven:ities given the differ- year's contract negotiations, but adminin credit hours per semester in order to
ence of priorities within each school, isttators shot down the initiative.
ease workload woes.
there is a balance between roles that full
Ofcoune, thal doesn't mean the idea
According to a Nov. 7 cero report,
timers are struggling to keep no matter still can't be discussed. laiacona said the committee is rewriting the proposal
where they teach..
it's time to start shifting responsibility again "at the request of the provost."
One of the biggest problems continu- toward part timel'1 who are capable of
Columbia Provost Steve Kapelke,
ing to keep the problem from being and more than wi lling to take on things who has responded to several drafts o f
solved is the lack of acknowledgement like evaluations, registration and COWlthe proposal and has worked with the
from a variety of people about , _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _-,_ _ _ __ __ - , comminee for nearly two years,
what a typa l full·time work~
told The Chronicle that the qual·
load acruaJly involves. Krause
"It's important for e·veryone to be
ill' of <duca.ion is !he college's
said.
sensitive to what we're expecting our prinwy concern.
A<cording 10 Krause. Slufull-time faculty to do."
He said lha~ jus. as any o!her
dents only see what thei r
school facing sim ilar issues,
teachers are do ing when
- David Krause,
Columbia might face economic
.hey'" ""lUally wi.h .hose
Director. Center for Teaching Excellence repereussions.
teachers. Aside: from class.' f any collese reduces the
room and counseling time, L _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _.....J workload of one faculty memthey probably don't exactly know what
kinds of productive endeavors their
iMttuclOrJ are undertaking.
For atudent., ii 's hard to comprehend
where a full·lime teacher', 50 or 60·
hoot workweek COOlC1 from , Krotusc:
laid. And if ttudmtl don't know, then
parenti, admiOlJtritwrJ and Irul lee,
m~y not either.
" It's import.. nl to, everyollc 10 be
t.en_,tive to wtlill we're: expcctins our
full' IIme (M,ully 10 do," Kr~u\e J:Jid.
It~l;,,"cing II key, 4&ccordHlg lu
e"pert,':, etpc:ci4&lIy wtM:n ea(..h IIr Ihe
rnp;m,bilitie\ given 10 dICK teflChcr.
It 10 impummc.
III ureler Ii". (ull·tirnt (*,ulty membc:ri to ~y 4&tltJned 10 che governmcn,
1'( lhe I(;hool, Ihe Ih(JlIl~hl_ ur 'heir . tll·
denu afld rhe" 'IWn pc'~JNl I W,"I.., it
.M:Cmt~' i(chcM: peuplc .. re re~ulred 1(1
(JI, everyth"'llAI ( 'olumt,;/I, the: w(ltkloild i_IIUC: tltL'I

seli ng.

Not all colleges are necessari ly ready
to do thai, according to Sieve Crowe,
the executive director of the Hi&hcr
Learning Commission of the North
Central A,!OCiation, which accred its
1,000 schools, inc ludins Columbia.
lie said workload is lied to the ideology of school. and that u varicly of
worktOadll cun be found within different institutiunl .
The number ofclli'8C. orc rcdit hours
a teucher in..InK:IJI doc, n' l ncccllarily
determine hi. or hcr enlire work loud, he
..ud . If OJ full ' lime facu lty mcmber huM
three ,"lion. of Ihe 8Unle clulI, hi. or
her prcpo.ratioll I jUl~ I. CUI down.
w lleSt. need 10 ercllte It formulu fo r
wmk lu;w Ihlll inciude. prc:pllruliurlilme
10 tc~evu luutc their t urrlculum . nd look
lur th..1IC1 111511 do,, 't neccllurlly nccd
k, Ix: offered, he IMld.
A lilOtl: l:Oul,oveullll lOlullon to Ihe

ber, thAt school will not make it harder
for ,.udents to obtain classes by cutting
course sections, he said.
Although he declined to talk about
the speci fi cs of the proposal, Kapelke
said he anticipates receiving 0 final draft
of the documenl by eurly nexi yellr.
Arter he eval uales the proposal, he
expect" 10 respond with u rt.'commendalion to Columblu I)re~ident WIUTlck I...
Cun er.
Don:e n Bartoni , the deun of the
Sthool uf Mcdill Ans wld II rm:l11bcr uf
the committee, lUIld the school I, nwurc
urthe is.ue wKl II dc(.Uculed to c"plorillj
differen t workloud modchi.
ColumbiA ICllel~r' spcnd " 101 of olleun-one !tumtorl,," tllllo wil li ~lUdclII'
IUld 11111 try to mllke lillie 10 keep milkIn" 1lI1111lluld wrltll1" u.nlclc, "I,d Mell ll1"
puhl lllhcd, IIhe '"lid.
" A, " oollC:1Ic," . he Mid, "we IU'O
lookI" " Mt... InOrt! crr~ll\l c UIlC. uf' rAe-

u1ty time. so they can have more time to
pursue their professional endeavors."
CCFO President Renee Hansen
agreed about the ongoing issue.
With mentoring students, producing
evmts, grading papers, serving on committees and preP¥ing for and teaching
at Least 12 hours., a teacher's workload is
"overwhelming."she said.
And outside professional woric: often
gelS

ignoral despil< an emphasis from

the college.
'"The institution rewards work on

conunittees and in the classroom but
does not reward work in professK>na1
development," Hamen said.
1be flrst step is to raise consciousness. according to AJIen. He said faculty needs to- establish websites and
write books . about the problem, so
everyone is aware of its existence.
Developing prototypes of policies
and educating the huger public about
workload is the next step. but, accord·
jog to Allen, the solution is still a long
way off.

n:ndy in !he departmenl.llul bc:caIisc
of tho change in jOb ti!lel, i. is
"We will do bolh an inlemal and unclear which current positions
. _ seardI.o nnd !he best pe0- translate 10 the new. revised titles...
ple WO _ 10 fiU lheoe posilioos,"
On tho college's websilc, !he list
of ..vised job descriplioos eonsisl of
~ c.n.r. who abo emphasized !he
value of increased _ nt _- several positions fitting to Ross'
ships.
vision, including a "director or maj<:al'Lookingsomeone in the.cycoYer gifts and alumni relall"" Ibt tho
breakfll3t or IWlCb ... and asking New York ..gion" and , "direolOr of
!hem 10 """,iller. gift II. fairly sig- stCWllldship," " • "
.
nificant level is • 101 better !han
A. Ieaot four employees on staB'
spendina lllOIIlhs and lllOIIlhs priol. do not foce ,herod job liUes and an:
ina invila'io... flndina liIO list, pur- . pp....,,1y left out of ihc l<Sln><lIll'
chasina food and cultiVllina peopl. ... ina $)'S.em. They ll<:: Sbelley
Ross said.
_
Brown, I$$istann o the vice president
While he hu rewrinen !he job and ollloo m"""lF. Linda Wilson,
descriptions of.Imost.vet)! employ- data systems manager. Sarah
ee in tho office. Rps! said he ~ not Schroeder. \Ve$t Coast alumni reialaid 111)''''''' off. H. MllOUlICO<I tho Ii"", dlr<C.or. and 1"')'1 Lovin, d~
chang..... . taIT meotina on Nov. $. lor of alumni ",1.dOll••.
Th. now job. go. ln.o .ITeet In
"I Ihlnk tho ct>8I18OS "'" literally
F.bnwy. Caner said.
.
to advanee tho.sc:boo~" Levin
Insl.,d. Ihooe al..1lly employed in laid in an interview with The
U.. departmcn. ... beina invilOd 10 Chrooick. jIlt·. the nexl step." A
reapply if lh. y ..... lh. m. elve. 1986 grtduatc of Columbi .. Levin
reflected In !he new job descriplions said tho ""'lNC:Nring of tho offioc is
.nd Ihcy mee. the requlromonts and tho next Iotleal "'p In tho prtl8I'tI"
wha.1 seo .. belna nceessary." ROIl . ion of tho college.
said. Caner .. Id h. cannot say If
A,Ibt tho employees In her
lho,. already In In. liMlon. 1 L.vin Slid It', difficult 10 Clt<>a<JIIn
Advonc.m.nt .... und. r qllllilfled Ibt tho ""lOcI.
Is hard," abo
tho revised job till•••
said.
If not. ROI$ b wUUna '0 look ",!t.
"Acrou tho ooU01lO> IS " .. evotw
lid. tho colloae- h. h.. pl.ced U IU'I INlhwion, we will t*<1 n<iW
nall"",,1odI looIllna (or tho bost peokill. In 0 vario~ of [pi....;);' epl. In iIle n. ld.
..Id. "SonIC of tIIO$o s.HlI ....
"Whethor tho bu. people .... pe0- al~ he~ an\OO&$1 Ilcul~ Ind
ple who .... c'U.monlly o"ployod ' - .taIT .. , Vld 1IOlI1lI'" will
to
or not, wo'lI .nOlln. iIle Iklll lOtl," look outlldo and brlna In \hQte aitlUI
he !lId.
to tIl.job dOIIo."
In ra.~ tho collop'l own WIlbolto
holna possibloJob ~ I\0I\O \If
IlIII 12 now polltlonl In tho tho OIher ompluytCi In tho
\If
statf'are not meeting the administnt-

lion's level of _lalion.
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GET ft~ TI~ H) REGISlER!
YES, IT'S TIME FOR SPRING 2004 REGISTRATION.
HERE'S THE DEAL:
~~.."....,=""""',.,.,

December.1 - January 16
For all continuing degree-seeking unde"1Jraduate and graduate studenb.
Check your OASIS email for your assigned time slot, which is between December 1 December 12 based on cumulative earned credit hours. The format for your OASIS
e-mail login is: Firstname.Lastname@myoasis.colum.edu and your e-mail password is
the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU change it).

1. Contad your major department for an advising clearance BEFORE YOUR
REGISTRATION DATE.

2. Check your balance on OASISI Studenb with an oubtanding balance may still
register. However, your spring 2004 class schedule WILL BE VOIDED on 1/16/0..
if your balance is greater than $500.00. Payment to meet this requirement must be
received by the colleg~ no later than 1/16/0.4.
3. Do itl Once you are cleared in your department, you can register from ANY
COMPUTER WITH INTERNET ACCESS ON OF AFTER YOUR ASSIGNED TIME.

Plan to attend this 45 minute OASIS Student Workshop.
Nov. 18 @ 5pm in the Holtin Hall, 623 S. Wabash

Or just let us know and we'll walk you through it.
Freshman Center
312.34",7925
Student OASIS Help Desk
312.3.4.4.7788
Student Help email: studentoaals@colum.edu
Walk-in Help Desks in all of Columbia'. open labs

Oilers

November 10, 2003

Eor 10 yea.s#

7

City Yea~ Chicagq,

has united 1T to"i4 year oldS for full·time
community service, leadership development,
and civic engagement.

Does your organization need more
money? Well, money is tight so its
time to go to war! Grab your
pennies and compete to win a cash
prize for your organization in HUB
WAR I. Looking for the ultimate
fundraiserl Come to this panel
discussion to pick up helpful 11ints
on raising money.
Sponaor.d by the

f>tI'ice 0' Student Leadership

It seems like we started schoo l a
week ago, but we just fin ished
That's right , the
midterms!
schoo l year is definitely under
way. SGA is also starting to
tackle some of the bigger student
concerns.
To disc uss these
issues more thoroughly, SGA has
been broken into committees.
The best way to get a sense of
how the student body fee ls is to

SENATOR
SPOTLIGHT

Last Week's Minutes
T he following is a brief representat ion of what was discussed at the last Student Government
Assoc iation meeting of Co lumbia Co llege Ch icago.

have students come to committee

meetings. According to our constitution, we have seven standing
committees. They are: Student
Affairs, Academic Concerns,
Student Facilities, Graduate
Affairs, Financial Affairs. Public
Relations, and Elections and
Rules Committee, We have also
created an Ad-Hoc committee to
be in charge of any and all questions, concerns, and research
regarding a Columbia College
Student Center, All meetings are
open to Columbia students and
anyone who attends gets to vote
on is!Ues. The more students
who take an active roll in committees, the more infonned decisions we can make to improve
Co lumbia College. To find out
when and where committee
meetings are, contact us or check
this colwnn next week for more
details.

-SOA PUBLIC RELATIONS
COMMITTEE

_or . . . . . __
(WIt 'IIIOUkI1ike to have • larger

ID 1M"1WVt)' quMIiDn hom IMt

. . . . SO ....., ... ~and

-bocI<,..... -

-5:04p.m. Meeting Call ed to Order
-Minutes Approved
-ASL Department is celebrating its to-year anniversary, check for fl iers
-Open forums are going on now, and a few later, tell people about them
-Facilities Committee Report
-Working on possibly revamping the Underground Cafe

-U-PASS issue
-Photo labs open longer
-Election and Rules Committee Report
-This year there will be online voting
-Thursday, the executive board will be meeting with the Board of Trustees
-Main issues of talk will be: student center, tuition increases with a lack of inst itut ional
aide, and space
-Academic Concerns asked to invest igate what can be done to make Interacti ve Multimedia a
department instead of a program
-Meeting Adjourned 5:57p. m.

NEXT WEEK
5 p.m . in the basement of 1104 S. Wabash Ave. (The HUB)! Issues tentatively to be discussed arc :
FINANCIAL SERVICES
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING

Want to win a cool prize? Answer
the following question and tum the
answer into the SGA office. Only
the first 10 people will win!

Q: B ow muy slaDd ing
commiu ecs an tben?
(hint: IUd this page)

Tidbits

COMING NOW FROM THE SGA!
If your department hasn't had its
open forum yet, look around for
postings. they will be happening
soon!
You want your concerns to be
heard? Prove it!

Hi! My name is Megan Juneau, and I am
the radio senator ror Student Government.
I enjoy long walks on the beach and gen ing
caught in the rain ... (just kidding). I join~
SGA by accident as part or the Residence
Hall Association, but my department,
radio, didn't have a senator so I switched
over to help my department out. Some
things I hope to accomplish this year are:
fix some or our racilities, re-establish a
radio club, and create a mentoring program
ror rreshman radio students. I love SGA
and all its members and I am pleased 10
help my school!
Contact Information
E-mail : sga@colum.edu
Phone: 312-344-6657
Fax : 312-344-8423

1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Student Org. HUBlOffice C
Chicago, IL 60605
Open : M-Th 10-4

GLOSSARY
AD-HOC COMMIUEE' This Is a
committee that is eslablished
solely to discuss a single issue.
Once that issue is dealt wifh. the

committee i. disaolved.

GOVERN ING ADV ICE
"Stop Potato Violence."
-Kara Peterson

DOES COLUMBIA NEED
It. CENTRALIZED
STUDENT CENTER?

YESD

NOD

Tum Into any of !he "'Tel II To The Box"
locations (1104, 623 S. Wabash, 600 S.
Michigan) or retum to the SGA Office

Office of International Srudent Affairs
Tdephone: 312.344-7457
E mail: sogeto@colum.edu
Website:
http://acwe:b.colum.edu/users/issoffice/

Columbia College Chicago's Office of
International Student Affairs is pleased to
join the rest of the nation's instirutions of
higher If!arning in cdebrating the 2003 U.S.
Internation.al Education Week - November
17-21. A variety of events are planned all
week long. We hope that internation.al and
loc.al students together with faculty, staff and
invited guests (or events open to the public)
will celebrate the diversity our internation.al
srudents represent and endeavor to
undersWld their respective needs and
challenges as indispensable players in
America's higher education and beyond.
Our theme for this year's Internation.al
Education Week events will be "Getting
Closer to the World Around Us." How much
do you know about our 500plllS internation.al
students studying at Columbia College? If
you do not, this is the moment to strive to
know them better, as well as, listen to what
they have to share.

The Changing America
and the World; the meeting
of the minds between
Americans and the immigrant
students living in the United
States discuss their lives since
9/11 and beyond?
3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.
International Student Lounge
600 South Michigan - R1313
Free and open to the public

The New Americans
(pBS Documentary)
Th~ firs t of the PBS
documentary series that
showcase the lives of newly
arrived immigrants w ho have
rc:.settled in the United States.

6,()() • 8,30 p.m.
The Sound Room
33 East Congress
Free and open to the public

Thanksgiving Dinner
Cdebration; though not a

Transitions into tife
After Fl; an interactive

typical dinner, the luncheon
provides internatio n.al students
an advance opportunity to
learn about the holiday, its
history and meaning to mo~t
Americans.

reception of senior and junior
students with former
Columbia COllege F- t s living
and working in Chicago and
their experience after
graduation. Come and enjoy
an Internation.al Aluml)i
experience

IBO p.m. - DO p.m.
Loation: The Hokin Annex;
1st R oor
623 South Waba.sh
By invitation ONLY

6,()() - 7,30 p.m.
. IInternational Student Lounge
600 South Michl&,", - R131 3
By invitation ONLY

Documentary Week
As part of the Internation.al
Education Week, the Office of
International Student Affairs in
conjunction with the Michael
Rabiger Center for
Documentary is pleased to
present weeklong screening of
winning documentaries from
the recent 2003 International
Student Documentary
Competition (ISDq

The Screening starts daily (throughout the week at 6:00pm in Room 402. 1104 S. Wabash.

a cenversatien with celumiia alumnus

Robert Teitel

producer Of Barbershop I and II, Soul Food, and Men Of Honor
moderated by Bruce Sheridan, Film/Video Chairman

7:30pm, Tuesday, November 25, 2003
Merle Reskin Theatre, 60 E. Balbo Ave.
for more info, call the career center for the arts & media: 312-344-7280.
free to all Columbia students, staff, faculty, .and alumni; general admission, $5.

sponsored by the Film/Video Department at Columbia ·College Chicago.
Jr.ceeis t. \ene fit the .pen i •• rs sch.larship
ft r , raiuate s . f chica,. pu\lic hi,h sch •• ls
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Mobility's Nobility. PowerBook G4

iMac
Nrtty space-saving design. More
extreme graphks, Two g~eal
model~

15" Flat Panel' $1,199

Ine!l;de!; '; GHa::G4& Camba Drive

17" Flat Panel· $1,699
1r'!(hXf~~

The 12-inch,

The all-new 1S-inch,

The 17-inch.

Presen ting the new 12inch PowerBook G4,
featuring a brilliant 12inch active-matrix display

FuJiy loaded with a
1.25GHz PowerPC G4, 512K
of 1.2 cache, AirPort
Extreme Card, megawide
display, Radeon graphics
and a slot-loading
SuperDrive, the 15.. inch
PowerBook G4 boasts

The next big thing from
Apple:The new 17-;n(h

hOllsed in a stunning
aluminum alloy enclosure
weighing just 4.6 pounds.
Starting at $1,399
With SuperDrive: $1,599

us GHzG4 & SUp€lIOri\'t

PowerBook G4. Featuring

the largest, most
spectacular display ever
. to grace a portable.
miraculous1yengineered
into a l-inch-thin
notebook that's ultralight
and ultradesirable.

jaw··dropping features.
Starting at $1,799
As described: $2,299

Starting at $2,699

Another great offer when you buy a Mac.

Tllfe!! slimme-f models.Ahead·of·the·(urvc design. More
'/I~ys to have fun. The perfect trave! com;;anion.

10 GB • 2,500 Songs ' $269
20·GB· 5,000 Songs' $369
40 GB • 10,000 Songs ' $469

Buy any Mac and get Keynote for only
$49 - an instant savings of $30.
No matter ...... hich Mac you choose, YOll can save $30 on

Keynote at the time of purchase. Offer avaiiabie
through December 27, 2003

The world's f~5t~t personal
compqter, now with 64·bit
tecnnology¥ bandwidt'110 burn.

Back to school basics, available from Apple.
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discounts on most Apple
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Uninsured young adults take high stakes gamble
o

A growing number of young Americans do not purchase heath coverage based on high costs

By Emily Ranshaw

The Dalas _119 N...

sc hool graduates who' don't go on
to coll ege and two of fi ve college
graduates will spend tim e wi th out
in surance during their first year
after graduation.

They don 't realize that a broken
leg, a car accident, or even an illness could wipe them out financially," Guilbert said. "At a time
when they are trying to start off on

against catastroph ic events, ranges
in price by state.
Universities often offer their
own coverage plans for undergraduate and graduate students. At

wi ll continue for another three to
four years after graduat ing from
coll ege," she said.
"We have seen this trend ove r
the last 10 years, and it is a phe-

(K RT) DALLAS- Clint Bowers
had always been in perfect health.
"Most of them, when they can- the right foot, and get a good job, SMU, the university policy costs nomenon that has accelerated in
So when the 24-year-old Baylor
sider the costs and what they'll they could be put under huge debt $925 a year fo r healthy students.
the last coupl e of years because of
Unive rsity graduate was dropped
have to g ive up, choose nol to buy
fo r many years."
Those with pre-existing condi tion s the economy."
from his fa m ily's ins urance plan
it," ..Nichols sai d. "They' re betting
"Young adults say they und er· have to payou t of pocket fo r relat·
Laura Ch ilders, a 24·year·old
and cou ldn't land a job w ith healt h
against the probabi lity that a very stand thi s risk. Although they have ed expenses for 12 months before publ ic adm inistration graduate stu·
bene fit s, he took a gamble.
bad event happens to them."
grown up in sured and are told by
full coverage kicks in.
dent at Sui Ross State University
He did witho ut.
Sara h Walker, a 23·year-old parents to stay insured, once the
" If you're healthy and test c lean
in Alp ine, Texas, was dropped
Then four months ago, Bowers
graduate student at Sou th e rn responsibi lity falls to them, many o n all the big marke rs, then you
from her father's plan a year and a
got the shock of hi s life". Suffering
Methodi st Unive rsity, became say, they feel a degree of invinci· c an get insurance reasonably half ago.
from a fever and fatigue , he went
priced," Nichols said. "The danger
Faced with the responsibi lity of
ineligible for her parents' insur- bi lity.
to see his doctor. The diagnosis :
ance at 22.
w ith any of these buying her own in surance, she
leukemia.
With a part-time job r------------------;---;;--~, is, if you have a decided to wait until she could
"This is something yo u can' t
that doesn't offer benproblem , they 're afford it.
ever believe would happen to
going to mark you
Childers has been healthy so far.
you," sai d Bowers, who we nt elits a nd a slew of
other expenses, she
"They don't realize that abroken. leg, a car
up for it. "
But her classmate, 27.year-old
through three months of treatment
says health insurance
accident, or even an illn~ss could wipe them -'<',.
C h r i s t i e Amy White, hasn' t been as fort ubefore finding a way to get coverout financially".they could be put under huge Donahee, a 23· nate.
age. " I hadn't ever been sick in my doesn't fit ;nto her
debt for many years."
~
year·o ld enro lled
A university doctor examining
life, and while I'm uninsured, I get budget.
"I'm paying fo r my
in massage school, White detected what she thought
hit with this."
for
said
she
took
the
was
an ovarian cyst duri ng a roued
ucat
io
n,
for
rent,
In the United States, the number
- Rob Guilbert. cornnrate communications ~ice .,' uninsured
ri sk tine checkup last year.
of people between the ages of 18 food and for car insurance," she said. "A ll
, r ' ;':'
I
~' until
her
" I asked her how much a sonoand 34 without health coverage that
comes before
president with Forths $hort~term hea th insurance/; bo y f r i en d , gram cost and she sai d $400," said
has grown to 17.9 m ill ion people,
.J. ~
Bowers, · learned
White, who has been uninsured for
account ing for 41 percent of the health insurance."
Sara Coll ins, senior
he had leukemia.
five years. "She sai d · 1 needed to
country 's uninsured. Amid a soft
program
officer
with
She
has
since
have
it, but I didn ' t have the
job market and inc reasing insurpurchased sh ort- money."
ance costs, experts fea r that more the Com m onwealth
Fund, a health policy ' - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ' term emergency
A year later, Whitc{hol only had
and more people in this age brackfou ndation in New York, said this
When it comes to purchasing
insuran ce, which is costly and a so nogram- she ~ ad surgery.
et will fo rgo medical care.
After she paid $1,500 out of pack"The facts are, the younger you age group is high-ri sk and needs to insurance, the biggest obstacle is does not cove r th e doctors'
are, the less likely you are to have be insured. Young adults have the cost. Nichols said the price of cov- appointments and medicine need- et for X-rays and lab work, the
highest number o f annual visits to erage is ris ing faster than income, ed for her attention-deficit disor- co unty hospi tal helped ~rra ~~e
a serious illness or need hospitalcoverage under a low-mcome
ization," said Len Nichols, vice emergency rooms and account for making it difficult for young peo - der.
one-th
ird of new HIV diagnoses.
pie to get access to insurance .
" Prescriptions that used to cost insurance plan . Doctors removed a
president of the Ce nter for
There are 3.5 millio n pregnan- Some com panies have even ended me $5 a month are now costing me 7-pound cyst.
Studying Health System Change in
$500 a month," Donahee said.
"Since 1 was . yo un g, health
Washington, D.C. "It is in some cies among women in their 20s emp loyee benefit plans, he said.
The best bet for young adultsDonahee said that for now, her insurance had always been taken
sense a rational bel, but it's a gam- every year.
"It's a time when you' re becom- second to working for a firm w ith parents are helpi ng her cover the",.. e:ar~of fo~ rne, ~ VOl ite(.s~~<:I 'iI "I
ble in capital letters."
ing an adu lt, and yoll need to benefits- is to purchase insurance cost, !:iut that she waQts.:to get ;~ ,guess I didnYt4Jrl~ow fo..loJit."
According to the most recent
establish your own connections to
in the nongroup ma rket, N ichols coverage as soon as she graduates.
Collins said most young people
census data, 15.2 percent of the
the health system," Co[ lins sa id.
said .
Elaine Wethington, professor of do understand the benefits of
U.S. population, or 43 .6 million
There, healthy people will pay
hum a n development at Co rne ll
insurance . When they are offered
people, are uninsured, which is up "'f you' re losi ng coverage at this
time, it's very diffi cult to establish around $150 a month . People with Uni versity in New York, said it is cove rage from their employers,
from 41.2 million in 2001.
those re[ationships ."
pre-existing ailments could pay up common today for parents to sup- they take it at nearly the same rate
The number of people without
port their children into their mid- as older adults, she said.
Rob Guilbert, corporate comm u- to SIO,OOO a month for coverage,
coverage has grown steadily si nce
She said the reforms necessary
ni c ations vice presi dent wi th he sai d. COBRA, a fed eral pro- 20s.
2000, coinciding with a strugglin g
Fortis short-term health insurance, gram that enables people to buy
She sai d that 50 to 60 percent of in the heahh system include
economy and a weak job market.
Most young adults are dropped by said the cost of medical treatment insurance from former e mploye rs Cornell students go back and li ve extending eligibility for dependo r their parents' plans , costs with the ir parents after graduation, ents and those on Me.dicaid
their parents' insurance at age 19, can be crippling .
Accord ing
to
Parkland around $3,000 a year for an indi- and that parents are being fo rced to through age 23, and requiring color 22 if they go to college. In the
pick up costs that employers forleges and universities to offer covlast year, young adults made up 50 Memorial Hospi tal, a case of vidual and $8,000 for a fami ly,
appendicitis can cost almost Nichols sai d.
merly covered.
erage to all students.
percent of all new uninsured cases.
And short- term emergency
" Pare nts expect that thei r finanAnd studies indicate half of high $9,000; the average broken arm
costs $1,450.
in su ranc e, which protects on ly c ial contribution to their ch ildren

Art school grad seeks success in NYC Language
By Rhonda Fukushima

KlighIRilierNewspitpe!s

(KRT) ST. PAUL, Minn. - When
the lights went out in New York City
Shen Wei chose the one place in tbe
city that was familiar: his apartment.
He'd been there only 19 days
when the blackout hit . He began to
second-guess his decision to move
there.
"I think, 'Wow! I come t9 New
York and this happens'," said Shen.
"~I pull myself back and te ll myself,
'Don't even think about it.' 1 am
already here. I should just go for it."
That's exactly what he's been
doing. Since moving there from
Minneapolis, Shen has been trying to
break into the highly competitive
world of tinCHtrts photography, He
basn't landed ajob ytt, but every day
he makes calls, writes e~maHs. distributes his portfo lio and visits gal_
leries, He bas also started working
on plan 0 (graduate school) just in
case.
" If J think how (ired (I am], how
difficult it i$, I'm going to scare
myself," he !laid. " Ue strong."
He tapped friend. in Minneapolis
(OT thei, connections. A contact iU the
Jcrome Foundat Ion "In S1. Pltul gave
him cight names of ('(ople to track
down in New York . He alflO ~(JC~ to
art cTawl., art opcnin,,~ and drink!
colfee with art.!lY friend, of' aruy
friend ,.

boom sweeps college campuses

people, you're ;n the m;ddle of OS d
Ii· I
·d . . h .
.
f I
nowhere," hesa;d.
tu ents say orelgn anguage courses proVI e InSlg t Into a variety 0 cu tures

Shen starts his day at 10 a.m. He
calls publicalions and galieries to
pick up or drop off his work. which
includes a cover letter, portfolio,
resume and " leave-behinds," (papers
that contain his contact information
and sample images).
So far, Shen has hit Vogue,
Entertainment Weekly, Interview, the
New York Times, Vill age Voice,
Newsweek and a handful of smaller
magazines and galleries. He circu·
lates three complete stU of his portfolio.
"It never comes back home," he
said. "It 's always someplace."
He's lucky if he gets a name,
maybe a note, He keeps the feedback
for future reference.
New York is not as expensive or
unfriendly as Shen expected .
Shen said the cost of living "balances out." Some things are more
expensive, other,. cheaper than in the
Twin Cit ies. He', settina used to
patronizing mom-and-pop markets
rather than big gIocery stores.
He scts another taste of " home"
several timcil a week whcn he goes to
New York's Chi natown .
"'T'he environment makes me feel

By Robert Becker

Cl\icago TOOune

(KRT) CHICAGO- In an increasingly globa l economy, and as terrorism and war bring world events
home, American students have
returned to the study of fore ign languages in record numbers .
Accord ing to a study released
Thursday by the Modern Language
Association, 1.4 mill ion American
college students are enro lled in foreign language study- the most since
the group cunducted its first survey
in 1958 .
Since I 998- the last time the SUh
vey was pub lished- the number of
students enrolled in foreign language
courses has jumped 17.9 percent.
The percentage of coll ege studen ts
taking such courses has risen to 8.7
percent, the highest it' s hcen since
1972.
Students suy the study of languages :.. morl! than just 1111 exercisl!
in verb tenses lind vocabu lary.
Ruther, it's II un ique window into
unother culture.
"Through German, I' m gell ing u
beller understanding of Gerrnuny,"
at home," he said.
suit! Aaron Mil ler, u fresh man lit the
Shen saYI It'. not hard to make University of Ill inois ut Chicago.
fri end s, But he notlcet thltt the "And thc reunificiltion process
stre""tJ of city living Ciln keep peo· they're still undl!rKoing and just n lot
L_"_/n_N_e_w_Y_or_k.;.,_;_':.Y"_U
_ d_"_n_'t_k_n_o_w__P_I_'_fr_o_m_d_ro_p_p_in_~_t.I:,I_'_lr_K_u_u_rd_,_._._Ii_Y._ of the thingll they've Kone through

over the last 50 years- the Co ld War
ings, teaching 148 of the less comand a ll that."
monly taught languages in 2002,
The study of some languages has compared with 137 in 1998. These
rise n sharply. Since 1998, enrollment languages include Ojibwe, Swahili,
in Arabic has increased 92.5 per- Tagalog and Vietnamtse.
cent- to 10,596 studen ts from
"It's great in terms of educating
5,505- and Biblical Hebrew was up students in a global way," said Larry
59 percent, to 14,469 students from
Schehr, a professor of French and
9,099.
executive assoc iate dean for the
" I think no doubt it's the interest . humanities at the Univers ity of
in g loba l issues," said Rosemary
Illino is at Urbana-Champaign. " It's a
Feal, executi ve director o f the asso- great way to develop and foster globciation. "Thl! world is smaller, and al awareness."
people are much more aware of the
Education experts said American
need to expand thei r learning beyond
schools witnessed dramatic increasthe border of the U.S."
es in language enro llment during the
Even with the jum p, foreign Ian·
I 960s amid the Co ld War.
gunge study in America's colleges
At that time, nati ona l security
and universi ti es lags far behind concerns- the need to trans late for-schools in Europe, where language eign technical journals and analyze
intelligence data- prompted stustudy oft en hegins as early as age 5,
dents to study Russian and other
and high school graduatc.:s nre prof!·
cient in two languages.
Eastern European languages.
"The good news is WI! seemed to
Though the 9/ 11·, terrorist attacks
huve bottomed out on our sustai ned undoubted ly inspired part of the curthree-decade decline in InnKliage rent increase, experts said Americans
acquiSition," said David Ward, the al so understand the need for a deepBritish -bo rn presiden t of the er cultural understnnding.
American Counc il on Educntion and
"It is learning the Jallguuge, but it
the former chance llo r of the
is also becoming cu lturally literate,"
Universi ty of Wi sconsin· Madi son . said Dagmar Lorenz.. " professor in
"So, it's two cheers, not three ."
the department or Gemmnic studies
The study not es thnt although
I\t VIC. "Because just knowing the
Spun Ish, French nnd Ge rman still
words and sentences really is not thllt
dominate the academic landscapo,
helpful if you don ' t know the larger
collegl!s have brondel1l!d their offer- context ."
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Democr~tic

hopeful Dean
takes heat at youth forum
o

Democratic presidenti al candidates las hed out at Dean during a CNN QIA for young voters
By Ron Hutcheson

Kn~hl Ridder Newspapers

(KRn BOSTON- Racial politics
took center stage at a forum for
Democratic presidential candidates last

, What a hustle... ! '

,
i
.
>Preside'nt ~ flashes "thUmbs-up" after declanng the end of major combat in Iraq under a banner proclaiming
°Misslon AccOmplished," in May. President Bush cflSavowed any connection with the message. Later, the White
House changed its story and said there was a link:
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Harvard study says more than 30 percent of college students identify with Republicans

campuses now reflect more of the'
country as a whole."
He added: "This group ought to be
(KRT ) COLU MBUS, Oh;(}- mined by the cand idates. If they
Growing up, the politics in the house- don't, it's at their own peril."
hold of Steven Druckenmiller had
In the 1980s, Ronald Reagan' s
always leaned toward the liberal s ide.
presidency inspired a generation of
So when the 20-year-old goes home, conservatives on college campuses.
he takes delight in wearing a shirt GOP strategists hope to re-create and
from his College Republican club.
expand that movement and are turnAt
Capital
University,
ing to college-age Republicans like
Druckenmiller and several dozen othDruckenmiller were barely born when
ers regularly hold meetings to discuss Reagan took office.
laX policy, free trade and other conH was here in Columbus, in fact,
servative bedrocks. Membership in where the television sitcom "Family
the rival Democratic group, mean- Ties" was mythically staged from
while, has dwindled to two.
.
1982 to 1989, as MichaelJ. Fox's col"Sure," the college jun ior said with
lege-age diaracter of Alex P. Keaton
a sm ile, "some of us have liberal parworshiped Reagan, much to the disents and are rebelling."
may of his hippie parents. That show,
Druckenmiller and his friends rep- which Druckenmiller watched in
resent a growing trend of college stu- reruns, first inspi red his political
dents who are identifying with the thought.
Republican Party. Gone are the days
So when Bush came to downtown
when college campuses were liberal Columbus last Thursday, the junior
strongholds, awash only in principles econom ics and philosophy major
of the Democratic Party.
from Fremont, Ohio, stood on a street
A new poll by the Institute of comer for nearly two hours to show
Politics at Harvard University showed his support for Bush. Wearing a
that 3 1 percent of college students College Republican sweatsh irt and
across the country iden tify themhold ing a bu llhorn wi th his right
selves as Republicans. The poll also hand, Druckenmiller marshaled more
showed that 61 percent of college stuthan a dozen young conservatives
dents approve of President Bush's job through a thicket of Democratic properformance, which is about 8 pertesters.
centage points higher than the general
"We are a new wave coming in!"
public.
.
he said in an interview, stepping away
At the same time, 27 percent of the
from the demonstration for a moment.
students say they are Democrats. And " It's
a
blend
of
Arnold
38 percent say they are independent
Schwarzenegger-esque
conseror unaffiliated, which makes them vatism."
ripe targets for presidential candidates
Indeed, the Republican Party hopes
who are paying careful attention to
to capitalize on the energy and interthe youngest segment of the elec- est created last month by the bodytorate, particularly the nation's 9 milbuilder/actor's election as California
lion college students.
governor. And like Schwarzenegger,
"The days are over of colleges
polls show that younger Republicans
being a bastion of Democratic poli- are more likely to support moderate
tics," said Dan Glickman, director of positions on issues like abortion and
the Kennedy School of Government gay rights.
at Harvard University. " We' ve had 20 .
To be sure, the Democratic Party is
years without much radicalism on
not ceding the young vote. Last week
campuses around the country. The
in Washington, nearly 4,000 young

By Jeff Zeleny
CNcago Tri>ooe

professionals danced to hip-hop
music at a fund-raiser led by former
President Bill Clinton.
In a quest to build its own new generation of supporters, the party is concentrating on one message for college
students: Jobs. The Democratic presidential candidates will focus on the
economy and other issues Tuesday
night in Boston at "America Rocks
the Vote," a CNN debate where young
voters wi ll quiz the candidates for 90
minutes.
"We've got to have young people
understand why th is election is so
critical,"
Democratic
National
Committee
chainnan
Terry
McAuliffe said. " Right now, 7 out of
10 college graduates cannot get a job
this year. They've got to understand
the issues. If they don't, that's our
fault ."
Since 1999, though, the College
Re publican National Committee has
tripled its membership and now has
1, I 50 chapters and more than 1,000
student coordi nators on campuses
nationwide. The Democratic Party,
McAuliffe conceded, has not been as
aggressive as the individual presidential canlpaigns.
Howard Dean, the fonner Vermont
governor who has surged to the front
of the field of nine Democratic candidates, launched a tour of college lour
cam puses this fall through his
"Generat ion Dean" program. His is
the only campaign with student
organizations on virtually every major
campus in America.
In the Harvard poll conducted late
last month, more than two-thirds of
the students said they were registered
to vote and 82 percent said they
would definitely or probably vote in
the 2004 pres idential election.
In the 2000 election, only 29 percent of eligible voters from ages 18 to
24 cast ballots for president. By comparison, more than 45 pereent of
young voters cast ballots in the 1968
election, as controversy raged over
the Vietnam War.

Tuesday as former Vermont Gov.
Howard Dean came under attack for
suggesting that the party should reach
out to Southern whiles who display the
Confederate flag.
"You can 't bring a Confederate flag
to the table of brotherhood .. .. That is
insensitive and I think you oUght to
apologize to people for that," the Rev.
Al Sharpton told Dean. "You are not a
bigot, but you appear to be too arrogant
to say, ' I'm wrong.'"
Sen. John Edwards of North
Carolina accused Dean of stereotyping
Southern whites.
"The last thing we need in the South
is somebody like you coming down
and telling us what we need to do," he
said. "The people that I grew up with,
the vast majority of them, don't drive
around with Confederate flags on their
pickup truck."
He called Dean's remarks "condescending" and ''wrong.''
Dean, who also faced criticism from
fonner Illinois Sen. Carol Mose ley
Braun, called the Confederate flag "a
loathsome symbol," but stood by his
earlier comments.
"We have to reach out to every single American," he said. "We don't have
to embrace the Confederate flag, and I
never suggested that we did. But we

~:~I~,~each oul 10 all d;senfranch;sed
When Dean noted that he had been
endorsed by Rep. Jesse Jackson Jr., DIll., Ihe son and namesake of the dv;1
rights leader, Sharpton shot back, "That

sounds mo<t hke Slonewall Jackson
than Jesse Jackson."
Appearing at a 90-minute forum for
young voters hosted by CNN, the
Democrats heaped scorn on President
Bush's handling of the Iraq war, but
differed over how they would deal it.
Rep. Dennis Kucinich of Ohio and
Sharpton advocated a quick withdrawal. Most of the others said they would
seek more international involvement

before removing U.S. troops.
"We can 'I cut and run," said Dean,
who has emerged as the Democrats
front-runner largely because of his antiwar stance.
Sharing the stage in Boston's historic Faneuil Hall, the candidates took
questions from an audience of about
200 self-proclaimed undecidcd voters,
all under age 30. Many of the inquiries
covered familiar ground- the war, thc
economy, gun control and gay rightsbut some touchcd on issues rarely mcntioned at traditional candidate debates.
One young voter asked the candidates ifthcy had ever smoked marijuana. "Yes," answers camc from Dean,
Edwards and Sen. John Kerry of
Massachusetts. Sharpton, Kucinich ,
retired Anny Gen. Wesley Clark and
Sen. Joseph Liebennan of Connecticut
answered, "No," but in a sign of how
far public opinion has shifted on the
issue, Liebennan apologized for his
failure to try it.
Moseley Braun refused to answer.
The other Democratic hopeful, Rep.
Richard Gephardt of Missouri, skipped
the forum to campaign in Iowa.
The candidates tried various ways to
appeal to their youthful audience. C lark
and Kucinich wore collarless shirts.
When the candidates were given a
chance to air 30-second videos,
Liebennan touted his candidacy with
an MTV·style collection of photos with
fast edits, odd camera angles and a
throbbing beat.
Clark, a decorated military veteran,
used a question about gay rights to criticize the Pentagon's "don't ask, don't
tell" policy. Clark said gays should be
allowed to remain in the military even
when they publicly acknowledge their
homosexuality.
" I think everybody deserves the
right to serve," he said. "The policy
needs to be reviewed becausc there are
so many indications that it is not working."
Most of the other candidates joincd
Clark in declaring their support for gay
rights. Kucinich cndorsed gay marriages, and Dcan noted that he signed
legislation in Vennont to pennit civi l
unions for gays, the legal equivalent of
marriage.

Students use poetry as confessional
By Mark K. Matthews
The Orlando Senlli1el

(KRT) ORLANDO, FL. - Walk;ng
into a practice session of Us/Slam
Cultural Jam feels like eavcsdropping
on an entire afternoon of intense
group therapy.
"My friends wear big black sunglasses. Not because of fashion but
because the ir boyfriends punch them
in the face ."
"I' m a lesbian, but my mother cries
whenever I bring it up. Mom said she
would rather I shoot her in the head
than tell her that."
" I'm a proud virgin." "I'm the son
of a drug addict." "' I love this country." " I hate thi s country." "I'm gay."
" I'm black." "I'm young" " I'm
angry."
"These guys havc so much to say,
but they don't have an avenue to
express it," sai d producer Nao
Tsurumaki.
To pry out this fury, Tsurumaki and
a team of students and stafT at the
University of Central Florida created
US/Slam Cultural Jam, a spoken-word
compi lation that's raw in every facet.
The stories arc uncomfortable, and
the actors fecI untested . The more than
a dozen monologues- more aptly, a
series of confessionals told through
rap, rant and poetry- are composed
and performed by a generation of
UCF students wcaned on cynicism
and looking for an outlet.
"We thought it would be great to

make a show out of this environment.
. This has to be donc by people of our
generation," said Tsurumaki, 23. To
take it beyond the typical parade of
youthful angst, Tsurumaki and director Be Boyd tried to gather a large
diversity of voices, to see how they
contrasted both with each other and
with mainstrcam thought.
"Everyone is goi ng to have one
piece they are totally going to agree
with, and one that they will be totally
offended by," said Victoria Hahl, 20,
one of the perfornlers.
"This show hopefully shows the
dark side of th is country, and the dark
side of ourselves," Tsurumaki adds.
"This age has the strongest things to
say and the most sensitive things to
say."
Last spring, Boyd was tcaching a
theater class that focused on diversity
when she and her students decided to
try to creatc a show si milar to Dc!
Poetry Jam- a spoken-word perfomlancc that has morphed into a critically
acclaimed Broadway show.
" It was built ofa need for more performance opportuni ties and a need for
the students to speak their mind,"
Boyd said. "This has been a vehicle to
raise the ir voices."
The results have been a mix of
views and fonnats. In many, sex.
idcntity and stereotypes are common
themes but the overall genre is truth .
Perfonner Nzingha Alexander, 20.
of thO' s lam said, "If it's not raw, it
can't resonate as truth."
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials

Put the brakes on parking tickets
campus docs not exist- it's just
another piece in the South Loop puzzle. Without a parking garage specifically for students, the co llege is
forced to play the same parking
games as the rest of Chicago and pay
All in all. iI's di sturbinging to walk the same tickets.
OUI to your car alier a IO-hour day of
Other campuses arc not in the same
financial situation as Co lumbia,
classes to find a parking ticket stuck
DePau l or Roosevelt universities.
to the windshield. Finding the ticket
II months later in the back of the Northwestern University in Evanston
glove companmcnt is CYen worse.
has on ly 12 possible parking violaWhile there arc plellty of advantions on ils campus, ranging from Sl5
tages 10 living in a city the size of to Sl 00 depending on the offense. The
Chicago, it's hard to ignore the
University of Chicago has nine parkpainful disadvantages . !Cyour JcUa or ing violations, most around $30.
Trailblazer overstays its welcome at a
And then there's the South Loop,
parking meter in the South Loop.
where parking victims face 59 differyou're looking at a $50 ticket.
ent parking violat ions ranging from
According
to
the
City's S25 10 S150.
Department of Revenue. there are
Suddenly, a seven-hour walk from
currently no payment plan options the suburbs docsn't sound li ke suc h a
available to help the financially chal- bad idea.
lenged. Parking violators are expected
In a perfect world, a parking garage
to pay the full amount to satisfy the spec ifically fo r Columbia students
debt. The website, however, docs would solve the headache and hassle
offer six different locations to "conve- of the situation. At a college that just
niently" pay the fine.
recently introduced onl ine registraThose who hope to fight the powers tion, this probably won't happen anythat be over th is economic travesty time in the near future.
are engaged in a war they can't wi n.
Can't the city of Chicago, at the
The city of Chicago makes more than very least, consider lower ticket
SIOO million a year on parking viola- prices in the general area around the
tions revenue, maki ng it obvious that South Loop? Many parking violators
the moUo here is business first, com- would hand over S2 5 to S30 faster
passion second.
than S50. Let the real movers and
Unfortunately, the real issue is sim- shakers downtown deal with higher
ply about real estate. A Co lumbia ticket prices and cut the college kids
The enthusiasm has officially been
curbed. With a Chicago Transit
Authority farc hike and ongoing parking dilemmas downtown, Columbia
students and faculcy arc facing serious
problems with thei r daily commute.

some slack.
There's currently a petition on line
at www. ipeti tions .com fo r Mayor
Richard M. Daley to reinstate a payment plan fo r parking tickets downtown . Many residents fee l they' re
having a hard enough time feeding
families and making ends meel.
The goal of the petition is to get an
affordabl e rate so that people are
capable of paying back the ticket on
their own terms. Forking over $50 for
a parking violation, plus any add itional fees tacked on by the city, will only
put residents further in debt-something all college students can relate to.
If there was some way to create a
real campus for Columbia, this would
alleviate the parking ticket nightmare.
Students here should be allowed to
pay the same amount as Northwestern
or the University of Ch icago students,
regardless of location.
Of course, a city the size ofChicago makes its own rules and
expects people to fo ll ow them . If you
refuse to play the parking game, then
you'll have to deal with the rising cost
of public transportation.
Whether you arrive in the South
Loop by plane, train or automobile,
the city wi ll find some way to take
your money. Jt's the inevitable reality
of living in a metropolis. If you can't
stand the pressure, there's a nice community co llege back home where
parking doesn 't cost a thing.

The unbearable lightness of Lynch
America has always had a need for
heroes. perhaps more so than any
other nation. Countries with extensive
histories have had the benefit of crafting their tales from centuries of
pitched conflict and mythology to
give their countrymen a rich tapestry
of exploits to inspi re and comfort. But
our fledgling country is often steeped
in confusion over the ideals that we
wish to define our dreams and ourselves. More so than any other nation
Slate. America has advanced so rapidly from liS initiat ion that while we
ha\ e clung to the precepts of truth and
j ustice . the schematic for the
" American way" still remains somewhat opaque.
With that in mind. it should come as
no surprise then that the media has
chosen the incidents involving Jessica
Lynch as a corncT3tone to build a new
American myth, presumably one that
jives with the Bush administration's
ankdiluvian precepts of "God and
country" in the: hopes of inspiring as
well as instilling a sense of allegiance .
Jessie', p]jght hal sparked a television
movie, a biographical account of her
ordeal and numc:rous television inter-

views with such "hard hitting" jour- has ushered in an unprecedented era
nalists as Diane Sawyer. II's only a of half-truths and cosmetic data in
matter of time before th?- F"""'ln- ~ order to pl acate a nd comfort the
Mint unveils a line of eom merati ve American publ ic. Our search for easy
plates.
answers and quick fixes translate to
While Lynch's tribulation may have our metamorphosis of marketing and
indeed been horrible, the question is, entertainment into legends, and the
is she a hero? In short, no. Heroes are results may end up causing far more
defined by adversity and a li 5eral harm than just the ini tial rush of sacsmattering of mythology. Note the eharine placation. To grow as a peoword liberal. Lynch's distress and her pIc, to grow as a country, we must be
subsequent rescue is the subject of challenged and faced with adve~ity.
fierce debate, with much contradicto- Sexy heroines being spi rited away by
ry evidence muddying up what the
a squad of Kevlar-clad Deus Ex
networks wish was a black and white, MachillQ armed to the teeth docs very
good versus evil denouement. Never lillie to instill a sense of self-reliance
mind the fact that Lynch's slory is or strength, only dependence.
only being touted as a modem day
It was inevitable that Lynch's story
parable of triumph over adversity would be translated into a trite packbecause she is young, blond and prel- age for mass consumpt ion, but it is
ty- in short. marketable. To paint aston ish ing at how many people went
Lynch as a hero simply because she along with il. The unanimous cries of
happened upon tragedy and was "Shc's a hero!" reverberatc so loudly
miraculously rescued is a gross, that it drowns out any trepidation and
unforgivable slight to the numerous reasonable doubt that exist. It shou ld·
soldiers pinioned in an unjust war who n', be surprising, but it 's disnppoint·
may happen to be le5s than beautiful ing all the same. We swallow whal
and over the age of 25.
we're lold without question ns long as
No longer able to weave our folkit comes in a 5ugary coat ing. All of us.
talcs around fires. thc information age And it is our history thut suffers.

THE CHEESE HAS

BEEN GONE FOR
QUITE SOME TIME,

Exposure

Off the beaten path :
Views from campuses across the country

Moral laws fonn legal system
Greaory Rabinovich
The Daiy AlIa: (Sat Diego Stale U.)
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After a recent court ruling in
Alabama, the 4·foot tall , two· ton
granite Ten Commandments statue was jarred from its foundat ion
in a courthouse and placed in a
small, dark corner closet adjacent
to its previous location . The
American Civil Liberties Union
has once again succeeded in
rep lacing Judeo-C hr istian her·
itage with the elements of a "feet
good" philosophy, the modemday alternative to morals and reli~
gion. Trickle-down immorality
never felt so bad.
The
issue of separation
between religious institutions and
gove rnment has been a clear ideologica l divide between United
States citizens. On one side, we
have vicious anti-re ligionists and
Jimm y Ca rter, who secretly
despise our country's religious
heritage . On the othe r, we have
the Ten Commandme nts and Dick
Army, who is proud of preservi ng
religious heritage . And, some·
where in the middle, we have
those who respect our country's
re ligious heritage . but a re not
necessarily believers or followers.
In a recent Dail y Aztec co lumn
("Christian sy mbolS preserve history, " Oct. 20), Barrett Re iner
made a brave 8ltcmpt to sett le the
feud between the two parties,
claimi ng this topic has evolved
into a " ". cata ly st for a nt i·
American sentiment," and then
onto th e contrary: "Public funds
or tBnd, of course, should not be
used for new monuments that
udvocntc a ce rtnin religion ... we
nrc no longer officially I
Christi lin government. Reiner
hus ventured deep, but not deeply
enough- he is, In I sense,
unknowingly s leaplna wilh the
oncmy,
It

FI rst, oll.Qalloo. put rortlt by
the A LU Ilnd othors who c la\m
Judea. 'hri!lIlanily In our oOUlu l'y
lire 1\ vlohttlon
tho First
Amcndment Ar" fltl s.:, ACllordinQ
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of." There is a diffe rence between
enforcing tradition and endorsing
a specific religion .
Second, we are, and have
always been, a nation predicated
upon the principles of JudeoChristianity. which is heavily
emb edded within our judicial
branch of government. Our laws
were derived from our traditions,
and losing those traditions would
ultim ately lead to a loss of judi·
cia l structure.
Thi rd , the .. ' noti qns _of a
Supreme Be ing a nd absolute
truths have molded the . creation
of our country and the liberties
we all enjoy, They can be found
in
the
Declaration
of
Independence: "Laws of nature
a nd of natu re's God," our national motto ( 1956): "In God we
Trust," and' in our Pled ge of
Allegiance (1954): "One nation
under God, indivi sible, with lib·
erty and justice for all."
Although
the
Ten
Command ments are stowed in the
closet and the anti·religion crowd
is jubilant, the ludeo·Christian
byproducts integrated in our legal
system are standing firmly.
The Ten Commandments provide us with a legal code based
on absolute morality, not indoctrination, on which our legal system ope rates. Note that only five
of the Ten Commandments make
reference to God. Furthermore.
o nly
three
of
the
Ten
Command ments are enforced in
our legal system.
Let's begin by taking a closer
look . " Honor thy father and thy
mother"-surely no one would
hllve a problem with thaI. "Thou
s hall not murdcr"- sccms the
anti-capitlll punishment I.:rowd
should love thi s one . "Thou shllil
not commit udultery"- thl s does
not in any WilY outlaw swinger'S
and gillnt orgies, "Thou 51\:,11 not
benr fal s e witness ogainst thy
neighbor"- fnir enough, lying is
not M,ood . "Thou shall not ~l)\'!.'!1
thy neighbor' s ho use, wile, 0 .'<.. ."
Simple: Jlltllous ly only tllltd$ 14.)
IIng!.'!r, but it's not HIICM"1.
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Blogs leave out good journalism
Jennjfer Gol1

City Beat Editor
Buzz words are a part of every
industry. They come and go, disappearing as quickly as they appear.
The world of journalism has been
plagued with a buzz word as of
recent: blogs.
Known as weblogs, these incredulous postings remind me of an
organization or club's message
board- a free-for-all forum riddled
with opinions and interpretations.
Not wanting to miss out on the
growing trend, on line news sites
such as foxnews.com and
msnbc.com have dedicated space to
blogs, apparently figuring "if you

can't beat 'em, join 'em," However,
these online sites have cleverly
placed the blogs for their journalists
in the opinion section.
Many believe blogs act as a companion to traditional news sources
such as cnn.com or nytimes.com.
However, Jeffrey Henning. chief
operating officer of Perseus
Development Corp. thinks differ·
ently.
"Unfortunatc ly r don't think that
is happening as much as it shou ld.
I've seen long discussions where it
is clear that people have not read
the [news] article," said Henning.
Perseus Development Corp. con·
ducted a study of randomly sampled
blogs from the eight leading free
blog hosting services: Web Jogger,
BlogCily, BlogSpot, Diaryland,
TypePad, LiveJournaJ, Pitas and
Xanga. The company estimatcs the
services combined host approxi·
mately 4.12 million blogs.
Blogs are instant online publish·
ing tools, leaving little room for
clarity in the heat of the moment .
and anyone can have one.
Free hosting sites such as those
included in Perseus' study, have
built communities where blogs can
be created as easily as a free e·mail
account with Hotmail or Yahoo.

Moral COnlinuedfrom Page 14
Testament. If all 6 13 command·
ments were observed and put into
law, then I would accept t he argu·
ment that our country is favo ri ng
a single religion. But since that's
not t he case, I believe it's
abso lute ly fai r to have a hint of

Similar to the
millions of e·mail
addresses that exist
ACCORDING TO THIS.
and have been for·
GEORGE BUSH IS A
gotten, more than
two--thirds ofh10gs
COMMUNIST AND THE
created are aban·
LORD OF THE RINGS
doned after only
two months.
TRILOGY IS TOTALLY
Where's the loyalty
AWESOME.
from those who
defined blogs as a
technological
breakthrough?
Ruling out the
2.72 million blogs
that were forgotten
about in two
month's time,
another 1.09 mil·
lion blogs were
forgotten about
after the fi rst day.
But let's get to
the heart of the
matter. Blogs are
known for their
links to external
titled "Mom finds out about blog"
s ites. Of the active blogs surveyed,
(Nov. 12). The story featured Kevin
80.8 percent did have external
Widmar. who created an online blog
li nks. However, on ly 9.9 percent of
explaining all the current events in
those linked to anyone of 2,875
his life (typical blog fodder), but
traditional news sources.
was eventually found out by his
"You cannot assume users are
mother. The Onion managed, in one
going to read the news artic le,"
short story, to put the importance of
Henning said.
blogs into perspective: "this blog is
And if the readers are not getting
like porn for {her}" the story
the unbiased story from both sides,
exclaimed. How can blogs possibly
as they would at a traditional news
be taken seriously when The Onion,
source where the published pieces
the spoiler of all things absurd,
have been edited for accuracy,
manages to mock every self·pro·
whose bias arc they getting?
fessed blog enthusiast?
More food for thought: more than
The problem with blogs is what
50 percent of all blogs created were
makes them so attractive in the first
done by those ages 13 to 19. Does a
place, the fact that they provide a
teenager know what a viable news
free publishing space for all. The
source is? Do you consider a
title of some blog hosting services
teenager 's blog newsworthy just
says it all : Diaryland.
because it claims to be "news?"
Even the J·blogs, or journalism
The Onion, which regularly
blogs, blur the line between fact
skewers all things political and pop
and fiction, becoming part of
culture, featured a tongue· in·cheek
Hunter S. Thompson's "new jour·
look at one blogger's nightmare
nalism" without a thought to accuzealots intent on destroying our
long·stand ing
traditions
and
replacing them with a "if it fee ls
good, do it" mentality.
Even though I am not rel igious,
I am proud to live in a nation that
has a history of ab iding by a fa ir
and disc ipli ned se t of command·
ments. It seems we all could learn
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religious heritage in our nation.
Furthe r, if we had no Ten
Commandments prohibiting us
from stealing, lying, murdering
and committing adultery, who is
to say these practices are wrong?
11 t hen becomes a matter of opin·
ion, a matter now being construed
by a grou p of anti ·relig ious
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racy or the viability of sources.
These blogs are more suited to the
Jayson Blair/Stcphen Glass type of
journalism, full of half· truths and
embellishments wrapped in pretty
prose.
Let's face it, unlike the Intemet,
which is a vast and useful tool providing instant access to valuable
resources, blogs arc mostly an out·
let for would-be columnists more
concerned with their own IS min·
utes of fame, than getting their facts
right.
And while admittedly blogs are
entcrtaining- fueled more by gos·
sip and uninformed opinions- they
prime the propaganda pump rather
than provide any valid form of
information.
Bottom line: Blogs are for kicks,
not for journalists.

- Kristen Menke contributed to
this report

a bit from these commandments.
Kobe Bryant should review the
one on adultery, Bill C l inton
would hit himself over the head
w ith beari ng false witness and
Winona Ryder w ill learn not to
stea l-but heck, that's the beauty
of it. God b less America.
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- Lou isa Berardi
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"I don't know; I don't use

"It coutd be better. Hopefully
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Artist goes 'solo' for sci-fi tribute
o

Charlie Ross is a fine-tuned Jedi machine in ''The One Man 'Star Wars' Trilogy"

ffEMltthew Jaster
Ed~or

haTlie Ross is not from a
galaxy fa r, far away; he's
actually from a completely
different universe. Ross, 29, grew up
in Canada and spent a great deal of
his childhood soaking up the three
original installments of the Star Wars
trilogy.
While there are plenty of science
fiction fanat ics who can quote every
line of the films, few have turned
their obsession into a promising theatrical career. On Nov. 5, The Noble
Fool Theater, 16 W. Randolph St.,
held the first Chicago performance of
"The One-Man 'Star Wars' Trilogy."
Ross, the writer and solo performer
of the one-hour play, creates an
uproarious account of the trilogy sans
props or spec ial effects.
He zips across the stage in a spastic frenzy. armed with o nly elbow
pads and nylon pants.
With hundreds of Star Wars spoofs
made every year. Ross wasn'l afraid
to add his own personal touch to the
mythology.
"It·s a no-brainer... ·Ross said in an
interview with The Prov·mce newspaper. "People just know it. And they
either love it or they wonder what's
wrong with me."
He disregards much of the exposition and gets right to the meaty
moments from the films. Ross' wh iny

C

impersonation of Luke Skywalker is
flawless, bener than Mark Hamill
himself.
As the crotch-grabbing Han Solo,
Ross struts around the stage playing
an actor who believes that this science fiction fairy tale nonsense is a
waste of time. (Harrison Ford would
be so proud.)
Fans of the strange alien creatures
from the trilogy will not be disappointed. Ross impersonates Jabba the
Hun. Admiral Ackbar and that squ id
looking thing that rode on the
Mi llenn ium Fa lcon with Lando
Ca lri ssian with absolute perfection.
Ross ' greatest achievement comes
from the accuracy of the scenes.
Word for word, it's like watching the
trilogy in fast-forward.
He hums the soundtrack and spits
out special effects. while performing
every major character along the way.
He even finds time to throw in his
own commentary on the story itself.
These are questions aud iences have
been trying to answer for years.
When Luke Skywalker realizes
that Princess Leia is his sister, ObiWan Kenobi snaps back, "Well of
course she is. she's the on ly girl in
the movie."
While engaged in an exciting
moment on the Death Star, Ross aecidentally crashed into the light fixture
above the small stage.
Not missing a beat, the actor treated the moment as if it were part of the
show. proving to the audience that

he's a professional actor first, Star
Wars geek second.
By the end of the one-hour program, his shirt soaked with sweat,
Ross is exhausted.
The crowd is still laughing. savoring every moment of his faithfUl
interpretation of the trilogy.
Whether you're a fan of Star Wars
or not, it's hard to deny the energy
and talent Ross inspires on stage.
It's obvious the grade school version of Ross was performing the
same scenes on the playground at
recess .
The "One-Man 'Star Wars' Trilogy
is directed by T.J. Dawe, one of
Canada's premier writer/performers.
Dawe has wrinen six so lo shows
and is currently directing "The OneMan '80s Blank Tape" with Charles
Ross and "The Power of Ignorance"
with Chris Gibbs.
One doesn' t have to be a George
Lucas disciple to enjoy this unique
theatrical experience.
It's enough to know a brother,
uncle or cousin who dresses up like a
Jedi Master on weekends and tries
unsuccess fully to "use the force."
"The One-Man 'Star Wars '
Trilogy " ;s scheduled from Nov 5 to
Jan 3 on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.;
Thursdays at 8:30 p.m.; and
Saturdays at 4 p.m. Tickets are $18,
or $ J3 with a valid student ID. The
Noble Fool Theater is located at 16
W Randa/ph St. Call (3/2) 658-0094
for additional information.

Noble Fool Theater

Charles Ross re-enacts pivotal moments from the original 'Star
Wars' trilogy in a his one-man theater production.
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OJ Heather Doble spins
Benin
10 p.m.
954 W. Belmont Ave.

$3 Jager Bombs, $3 M iller
bottles
Crush
NocoVilr
2843 N. Halsted

St.

Buddha Thursdays wi OJ

-rhoC01!haoge(
lakeshore Theater
8 p.m.
3175 N. Bro.cfway Ave.

Vince Adams
spinning hip-hop and
house music
Funky Buddha Lounge
n8 W. Grand Ave.

Small Brown Bike
Racebannon,
Thunderbirds are Now
Fireside Bowt
6 p.m .
2646 W. Fullerton Ave.
'Ale You My Negative

Space?'
Athenaeum Theatre
8 p.m.
2936 N. Southport Ave.
OJ Twilite Tone and M ike
Love spin
Biology Bar
10 p.m. - 5 a.m.
1520 N. Fremont Ave.
Greg Haus spins trance
and hard house
Bertin
10 p.m ..... a.m.
9541 W. Belmont AViI.

Sat. 11 / 22

Saturday Scholars College
Preparation Da y
HokinAnnex
8 a.m.- 2 p.m.
623 S. Wabash Ave.
Greek musicians, belly
dancers and singers
Boozooki Lounge
11 p.m. -" a.m.
310 S. Halsted St.
OJ Kidd spins
Cactus Club
9 p.m. - 3 a.m.
1112 N. State St.
Brian G., Brenda D., and
Nick Santiillan spin house
","ole
LavaL~

10 p.m. - 3 a.m.
859 N. Damen Ave.

Latin dance lessons 9 p.m.
700 N. River, Moont
Prospect
Big Up! with Josh Abrams.
Jacob Ross & Fred Wells
Empty Bottle

10p.m.
1035 N. Western Ave.
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By Dod. Dadayan

A&E
Don't hate her for the high-

lights in her hair, the gleam of
her pearly-white teeth or the
way that she knows how to
belch like a truck driver. It's not
as easy as it may seem being
tan and blond all year, and having a stomach as flat as a board.
r mean, you can't blame her
for not knowing about "mouses" ifshe was absent the day in
seventh-grade biology class for
the animal kingdom discussion
and everyone else in America
was there to learn about what' li
happen to "mouses" in a chlo-

rine-fi lled pool.
Jessica Simpson, at only 23
("No, 23 is old. It's almost like

25, which is, like, almost mid20s"). is really just doing it all
for the interest of science. She's
rapidly turning into one of the
most cryptic cultural documents
of our time.
She's got researchers, psychologists, scientists and
anthropologists struggling to
put together some cohesive

infonnation to try to answer one
of the most baffling questions
ever: Is she a complete moron,
an alien from an unknown planet or is she really just smarter
than the rest of the world?
MTV's got Simpson signed
on for another season of
"Newlyweds: Nick and Jessica"
with Nick Lachey, her always
perfect-looking alien?nQ challenged?/genius?/cavity<ausing,
bubble-gum pop star husband.
She just signed a deal with
ABC to star in her own sitcom
and is up for a leading role in
the movie version of "I Dream
of Jeannie."
According to a Nov. 8 articl,e
from the Washington Post, ABC
Entertainment President Susan
Lyne said Simpson "has infectious enetgy and wunistakable
star quali!)'. (She also has aJ
built-in fan base in both music
and television. which is a great
jumping-off point for us."
So, noc only is Simpson doing
it all in the interest of research
and science, she's also enlightening Hollywood with her talent, wit and acting skills. She's
managed to somehow have a
career in some kind of singing
g<:nre, and her MTV show go.
some pr<IIy high ... ings.
And noc only is she intelligent., with nawral beauty and
incredible talent, she is also
very quotable. Who knew there
was so much talent behind all
that mousse?
"Js this chicken what I havc,
or is this fish?" she asks thc 98
dcgrees.-ofUV raYI-Lachey in
Ihc first episode of
"Newlyweds: Nick and
Jessica," " It uy. Chicken of the
Sea. but it ta5tes like tuna," she
said to her beefy hu.Iy,md, hop·
mg to get a detailed explanation
of the naky while meat inside
Ihe can of Chicken of the: Sea.
c.w lO clarify thc cvnfusion,
'\lrnP'l4'IO visib the Chicken of
thc Sta head~uarters in San
"le.IV' ,Ind Jearn. that, back in
Iht early 20th ccntury, the com·
fY.lllY u~..c:d LV mitrket itlClf undtr
it different name,
lIey, l tlC" unly Mkin" whitt

Ed~or

we've wondered all along. I
mean, I always kinda wondered
about that myself, to be honest
''Platypus? I thOUght it was
pronounced platy-ma-pus. Has
it always been pronounced
Platypus?" she asks when she
wins a duck-looking stuffed
animal at the amusement park.
Hey, it's an honest mistake,
New discoveries in science are
being made every day. New
characters are popping up on
differenl channels.
So while the duck-looki ng
stuffed animal that she wins
may be called a platypus by the
general public, to her it always
kinda sounded like it would be
one of the unidentified character from Sesame Street. Perhaps
Snuffalopuguses' cousin? There
always were a few unidentified
characters that would lurk
somewhere in the streets of,
urn, Sesame Street.
Ladies and Gentlemen, we
must now come to tenns with
the fact that MTV is really'
doing us al l a huge favor, The
production crew behind the
hours of blood. sweat and tears
of editing Simpson's show are
doing it all for the good of our
country.
Yes, what we have here is a
huge lesson to learn, an important question to ponder. MTV
makes us ask: Would you give
up your intelligence, your
knowledge and your dignity to
be perf«t looking, filthy rich
and live this extraordinary li fe
fu ll of parties, expensive shop-ping trips and a membership to
a privileged golf and country
club?
"What if I accidentally hit
someone? Because my dad took
one of his friends golfing, and it
was like one of his first times,
and he knocked out a duck. He
hit a duck, Like, I' m scared
something like that's gonna
happen," she said.
And not only is there that
issue to worry about., but there's

also the problem of her "equip-ment" getting in the way of
such a sport, See? h's just a
bWlCh of problems everywhere,
And who needs all that?
Jessica Simpson teaches us
that the grass is not always
greener on the other side, She
enlightens us by trying to get
the message across that, you
know what. looks really aren't
everything, OK?
You could have hair that
never moves out of place and
be a Si7,c 7..ero, but if you don 't
know ifthtre are "maids for.
like, celebrities" then you could
be very, very ugly, Her lack of
awareness about the world
around her shows us that we are
actually the lucky ones, not her,
So if you're Jacking some
understanding o( Iilc's little lesSOliS, IUne in to a llhow starring
Jes,ica.
And just hope thaI , he docJn' t need to visit the buthroom
Ivn" tflvu"h for you to reully
"rasp what she', tryin" to show
UI "bout ourllelves lind the
world thot we: live in.

Ududayun@Chmnlc"!rtlull,com

Feminist 'Bitch'
visits Columbia
o

Independent magazine focuses on eradicating the stigma of feminism

Editors of Bitch magazine dis'cuss their 'views on feminism 'and pop culture' at Barbara's
Bookstore, 1350 N. Wells St., on Nov. 6.
By Jaml. Myman. and Scotty eidson
SIaIf\\\ieB

The Midwestern tour of Bitch:
the fem inist response to pop culture
made Colwnbia one of its several
Chicago stops on Nov, 6.
Editor/publisher Lisa Jervis and
publicity manager Marisa Meltzer
led a discussion and Q-and-A session on what it takes to succeed
independently in the ever-changing
publishing industry.
The event, held in The Hokin
Gallery in the Wabash Campus
Building. 623 S, Wabash Ave., was
co-sponsored by C.Spaces and the
Office of Gay and Lesbian Student
Concerns,
When Courtney Arnold, coordinator of the Office of Gay and
Lesbian Student Concerns, heard
the Bitch statT was coming to
Chicago for its first Midwestern
tour (sponsored by the Chicago
chapter
of
the
National
Organiztllion of Women), she contacted Jervis and Meltzer to see if
they would include Columbin to
lhei r lour itinerary,
According to Jervis, it all come
together in about two weeks.
Jervis and Meltzer spoke to a
small but attenlive crowd in the
Ilokin Galh:ry and answered ques·
tionll pertaininK 10 everything from
Kene ral writing and publi shing
information to the disappearance of
independent bookstores.
The mngtlzine wus contactcd by
the Chicago chupter of NOW last
summer in the midst of II subscription drive,
Veronica Arreola, vice president
of NOW Chicuso ,"w bringlnll'hc
rnaaazine to ChlcDgo Dli II WAy 10
educate Iholle who bud never heard

.rBltch.
"Ditch do.. "
tlquln" Ihe mcdla,

II".'wollJob ofalvlcrl·na
III

RJ

polltlve (elllllie IIIH'"OI In the
mcdill," Arreolp Imld . "We'l'13llller.
In Ihll n"III,lIu we hpvo to keep IIUPporthill ehch IIthor."
UI

The Oakland, Calir.·based magazine, devoted to feminist commentary of pop culture, was founded in
1996.
Jervis and editorial and creative
director Andi Zeister had worked
for the teen magazine Sassy and
watched i. fold.
The two decided to fill the void
where Sassy used to be with something a little di fferent than what the
teen magazine industry currently
had to offer,
"We originally wanted 10 make
Bitch a crossbreed of Sassy with
Ms., because Ms. was a magazine
that had become homework for us,"
Zeister said. "We knew we should
be reading it, but honestly, it was a
boring magazine."
The Bitch team knew its maga·
zine needed to be something teen
girls would want to read, but their
intention would be to urge their
audience to think critically about
the media.
According to Zeister, they hoped
future generations of women would
not grow up buying into the media
that would dictate how they should
live.
"We knew if more people grew
up thinking crit ically about medi8,
more people wou ld evcnlunlly
mnke medin the way they'd like to
be represented l " ZeiSler said. "Thnt
WIlS our l11aln reason for doing
Ditch."
The lemll also knew whm Ihey
did nol want the mugllzinc to be.
Elich member suhscribed to vuri·
ous mugnzines while growing up
und harbored their own disappointments with what they felt to ~ con·
Irlldiclo!), mluerh,l ,
Their ambivalence led to the cre-

..Ion of Bitch.
"Voiue, 10 me, Is the plnnllcle of
contrudlctlons, ~AU!lO they'll h"ve

• ,... hlon . p....d .bout how

'0d_

'" Any "ao, but thcy' ll Ulc tho 'Ame

28·yo.r-old modol In . 11 .ho
IIprendl," MeittCIr •• Id,

"Then again, Vogue will review
women 's fiction or Wlknown female
musicians. which can be overlooked
by many general interest magazines," she added.
During the magazine's formative
years, Bitch was operated on a minimal budget and held a comparable
staff. The print run of the first issue
was just 300 copies.
The magazine was also not without the prevalent hardships of inde-pendent press,
Had it not been for Big Top, the
magazine's distributors. Bitch pro~
ably would have folded five years
ago,
Fortunately, the magazine was
able to reorganize and in the process
managed to double its printing frequency, which allows it to finally
pay its contributors.
Today, Bitch remains a micro-operation with a staff of eight pe0ple, most of whom, except Jervis
and ZeiSler, are part time.
But the magazine has managed to
increase its distribution to 45.000
copies per issuc-no small feat for
an independent magazine. Still,
business could be better.
"(PublishingJ is always a con·
stnnl struggle," Jervis said. "It's
been a bad yenr for nonprofits in
geneml, us included, nnd it's a linle
scary right now."
Regardless offinlUlcinl WOc!S, the
Bitch creators hope to keep marching on us thoy have for the past eight
years, 8110wing a place tOr the discussion of women in society and
trying to keep the word teminism
from belna further demonized in

,ocloty.
"The only

WII)! '0

sc, post the

neautivo connotations is to keep

Wllna tho won! .nd koop edue •• h'll
people about wh•• It ",.11y ",e.... "
Jervl ••• Id,
"It's untortunate 11"\, we stllltleed
'0 be ",.ouhl)l .he woro, but If 'YO
stop. we cede A lot nf around,"
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Hip-hop pioneers shed light on origins
By Crystal Malone
Staff Writer
H ip-hop

has

influenced,

inspired American culture and

-'

cast its voice around the world.
Hip-hop impresarios Fab 5
Freddy and Charlie Ahearn
slOpped by the Art Institute of

«
>

Chicago on Nov. 7 to discuss the
evolution of hip-hop and its

original form.
The Art Institute's Visiting
Artists Program sponsored the
lecture series litled : "Call and
Response: Art in the Age of
Hip-Hop Culture." The series
includes several speakers discussing art and its influence in

relation to hip-hop culture.
The fourth discussion fcatured Fred Braithwaite, aka Fab
5 Freddy, and Charlie Ahearn.
Braithwaite was one of the first

graffiti artists to receive international exposure. He was the first
host of "YO! MTV Raps" and
the author of a book on hip-hop
slang, Fresh Fly Flavor. Charlie
Ahearn is the movie director
most commonly known for his
work on the hip-hop class ic
Wild Style.
Ahearn said thaI hip-hop
originated in the ghettos of New
York Ci ty in the early '70s.
Gangs began "tagging" on the
sides of buildings and subway
stations to mark their territory.
The concept spread, and people
in the urban communities turned
tagging into an art form referred
to as graffiti .
Braithwaite can be seen tagging a wall in the bac kground of
Bl ond ie's
music
video
"Rapture."

IJoseph Kang! The Chronicle

Graffiti artist and producer Fred Braithwaite, aka Fab 5
Freddie, and filmmaker Charlie Ahearn discuss hiphop at The School of The Art Institute, Nov. 7.
"Graffiti was feed ing off of
popular culture, but it was also
feeding itse lf to a city that was
feed ing
itself upon us,"
Braithwaite said. "We were concerned about the hi story of art,
we needed to make people fee l
like they're a part of this."
Deejaying and breakdancing
evolved soon after graffiti .
"Before hip-hop became hiphop, D1s just played music and
people would rap and dance to
songs that weren't on the radio,"
Braithwaite said. "D1s would
soak their records to take the
labels off because they didn't
want other D1s to know what
they were playing."
Ahearn said that these forms
of art soon made their way into
the. mainstream. In 1985,
movies began showing break
boys, while McDonald's commercials showed kids breakdancing. Hip-hop was turning
into a profitable market. The OJ

was no longer useful to people
because rappers were taking
over. Hip-hop took about eight
years to rebuild. It went underground in Manhattan and
evolved in Chicago. "Ch icago is
one of the major flavors to keep
that flame alive," Ahearn said.
"D1s and B-boys kept go ing."
Throughout the discuss ion,
Braithwaite and Ahearn referred
to ra p as the "commercial form
of hip-hop." It is not cons idered
the original form of the culture.
"People weren't emcee ing
until the late '70s. It was like the
last form of hip-hop to evolve,"
Ahearn said. He said that rap
was being labeled the first form
of hip-hop in 1979 when
Sugarhill Gang's "Rapper's
Delight" became a hit. '·'It was
commercialized. Why? Because
it's easy to sell a record . What
can you do with a dance form or
graffiti?" Ahearn asked.

He ra ises more questions
about a move by the FBI to fly
some of Osama bin Laden's
famil y members out of the
United States on private jets to
safe harbor after 911 1.
He makes a case for allegations that Taliban operatives
were in bed with Texas oil officials when Bush was governor
of the state.
..
Charge after charge, Moore
weaves his characlCristic pes:
simism and brash sarcasm.
While such allegations are nothing new even to a sideline purveyor of media, Moore takes
spec ia l care in walking us
through his own interpretations.
But with each allegation, it's
clear Moorc is keenly aware of
his critics who have alleged he
has fudged some faclS in his earlier works.
Critics pointed to a skewed
timeline in his first film, Roger
and Me , and 2002's Bowling/or
Coilimbine. Others raised issues
with his sources in Stupid White
Men.
Thus, Moore takes special
care in Dude with naming exactly where he's gening his facts.
Nearly a quarter of each page in
the book's first two chapters are
reserved for sourcing notes. The
last 26 pages- almost 10 percent of thc book- are devoted to
extended sources and notes.
Take that, critics.
Moore also takes a stab (perhaps premature ly) at nai ling
down who he's endorsing for the
2004 presidential nomination. It
turns out, Moore isn't backing
Ralph Nader as he did in 2000.
This time, Moore's looking to
reti red U.S. Gen. Wesley Clark.
In the tcxt, Moore admits
Clark is an atypical pick. But,
with his biggest target still sitti ng pretty at 1600 Pennsylvania
Ave.-desperate times call for
desperate measures, Moore
writes: "If it takes a pro-choice,
pro-environment general who
believes in universal health care
and who thinks war is never the

W
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~
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CO LU MBIA COLLEGE CH I CAGO ' S FILM & V I DEO DEPAR T MENT
PRESENTS TAKE 1 FILM FESTIV A L

A JURIED FESTIVAL FEATURING THE BEST OF
PRODUCTION 1 AND PRODUCTION 2 STUDENT FILMS

'Dude' 'Moore' or less of the same rhetoric
By Chris Coates
EditOf·in·Chief
Michael Moore must drive
his cdi tors crazy working to the
last minute.
Then again, whcn you have
the best-selling nonfiction book
of2002, most people arc willing
to look the othcr way when you
show up late.
In his new book Dude,
Where s My COllntry? Moorethe liberal. turned journalist,
turncd filmmaker, turned author,
turned Grccn Party advocateslarts where hc left off in last
year's SlIIpid White Men. which
spent more than a year on The
New York Times Best-seller 's
List.
But because Men- which
poked fun at the 2000 presidential race and President George
\V. Bush- was released days
after the terrorist attacks of
2001 , the author didn't have
time to include his predictably
critical thoughts on "Terror
Alerts." "Shoe Bombs" or "The
War on Terror."
Maybe it was destiny.
[t would a ll be fodder for
Dllde, which hit stands last
month.
With Moore's cult following,
the book has already made it to
thc No.1 slot on The New York
Timcs Best-scller's List.
He must be on to something.
And he knows it.
Unlike his previous workswhethcr tcxt, television or documentaries- Dude 'Iooks to spur
involvement from its readers.
Instead of enticing mere awareness. Moore asks his readers to
do something about what he
deems
an
imperial istic,
Orwellian executive branch run
amok.
It starts at the voting booth, he
said.
Moore also docs what he docs
best- point out the Bush administration's glaring inconsistencies. He questions the Bush
family's seemi ngly close-kn it
relationship w ith the Saudis.

Cf)

first answer to a conflict, if that
is what it takes to remove these
bastards and do the job the
Democrats should have done in
2000- then that is what I am
prepared to do."
Clark entered the race on
Sept 17. Moore's book was
released a month later. That
means some portions of the
book were sti ll being written
less than a month beforc it hit
the shelves.
And that's w here Dude,
Where s My Country? soars. It is
incred ibly current- taking on
the feel more of a newsmagazine than a 249 page book.
In fact, the book will probably
be plain archaic within a few
months.
But Dude is not perfect.
Predictably, Moore is excruciatingly myopic, piecing together a
matrix of worries whcre none
exist Such a stance alienates
those not of his political mindset
Indeed, Moore must realize
his faux pas. In Chapter 10,
"How to Talk to Your
Conservative Brother-in-Law,"
he gives a systematic tip sheet to
convince a republican to cross
the aisle.
It's all a part of Moore's
appeal. He understands his place
as an opinionated heavyweight
and he's willing to use it to get
things done. Come this time
next year on Election Day, we' ll
see if anyone's listening.

CALL FOR ENTRV
Artwork Deadline:
Drop off@
Robert Morris College
401 South State St.
Chicago. IL 60605
(8th floor. Suit.: 809)

9:00•. ",. • 5:00p.m.
Notification of acceptance:
January 26. 2004

.January 1 B. 2004

Robert Manis College Gtlllery aeekl.ubmlulons
for an art show: Sports seen through th~ Arts, opening
on (new dat.) February 20, 2004. The art show will
feature artwork inspired by sports. AlUstl must be
students enrolled In a Chicago area college or un/ve"Ity.
No more than three' entrie. per artist may be submitted.
There is no guarantee that all entries will be displayed.
All entries should indude name, home address, contact
number, school, art title, year cteated, media, and .ize,
Two-dimensional art should not exceed 60 lnches In
height and 30 inches in width. Artists working in oils,
,acrylics, watercolor. mixed media, and sculpture are
ellgitMe to submit There Is no entry fee . ArtIsts selected
for show will be awarded $150. For further Information
contact: Marissa Ukar at 312.935.6050

SEMESTER IN LA: FILM SCORING Is an advanced. tweNe-<:redlt. flve-week
Intensive course In scortne:, produclne:, recording and mixing music for films.
APPUCANTS WILL BE SB.ECTED ON THE BASIS OF AN AUDITION
AND A PORTFOUO REVIEW. APPlICATION OEADUNE APRIL 1., 2004.
And out more •• . www.mu.lc.colum.edu

ATIEND OUR OPEN HOUSE SESSION
ON TUESDAY DECEMBER 2, 12:30 • 1:30 PM
IN THE CONCERT HAll OF THE MUSIC CENTER. 101A S. MICHIGAN AT 11TH ST.
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(OLUMBIA (HRONICLE

INVIJE YOU AND A GUEST TO; A SPECIAL. SCREENING!

Stop by the Columbia Chronicle office
623 W. Wabash Ave.
Room 205
Chicago
Today, November 17th, to pick up a complimentary pass to a
special screening of BAD SANTA on Wednesday, November 19th.
One pass per person. No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners, their
agencies, and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.
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Saxophonist jazzes it
up with hip-hop
o

Kinch steps outside of musical boundaries on
'Conversations With The Unseen'

By Chades Fuller
Contributing Writer
Getting younger audiences to listen to
jazz can be like feeding caviar to a "meatand-potatoes" type of person.
And Soweto Kinch has made it his
mission.
The 25-year-o ld saxophonist has
been recording, playing live and winning awards all year fo r his innovative
blend of jazz and hip-hop .
"We want to introduce an entertaining. well-versed jazz band to the more
established places that the DJs and
emcees trave l to and really claim that
crowd for our own, as well as the concert hall crowds and the jazz club
crowds," Kinch said.
Though clearly a jazz album, nothing
about Conversations With The Unseen
should
be considered standard .
Released by Dune Reco rds, ' a label
comprised of " nu jazz" acts, Kinch
composed and arranged all the tracks.
The blend of funky rhythms. dancing
melodies and bebop solos keep the
audience's ears closely pinned to the
next move.
"E ven as I'm wearing different
hats- jazz and hip-hop-it's about putting across one message," he sai d.
"That's something that has frust rated

opportunity for young talent, the group
allowed Soweto to calch the eye of
other U.~. jazz innovato rs like
Courtney Pine. It led to Kinch join ing
Crosby's Jazz Jamacia All Stars. He
made his recording and arranging debut
on their 200 I release, Massive.
Kinch's lyrics have the influence of
Q-Tip, De La Sou l and the Roots,
though hi s voice sounds closest to Guru
of anyone around. His a lbum may, in
fact, be the glorified ideal of the Gang
Starr Me's long-lasting side project,
Jazzmalazz.
"I wanted the jazz and hip-hop to
sound like they' re coming from the
same book . That was the reason for
reco rdi ng everything acoustically,"
Kinch said. "But I'm not adverse to
computer production. I do a lot of it,
and I'm anxious to let people hear some
of the pure hip-hop work I've done. Just
straight beats and lyrics."
Today, he plays live quite frequently
in an'd around London and his hometown of Birmingham, England .
"You don't have to be so guarded
about everything when you play live,"
he said . "It 's the whole interactive
thing. It's about building rapport with
the crowd, who appreciates that. It's
about freedo m for both us and them ."
Currently, he's traveling Europe with
Conversations, and then he' ll expand.
He'll be in Ireland, South Africa,

about r----------=-~--"'"''"'''." Tanzania and
me
jazz / hip-hop
some spots in
experi ment s.
East
Africa
They sound so
throughout next
much like a
year. Coming to
of
the
United
montage
d i ffe r e n t
States would be
sounds
and
next on the
ethics ."
schedule, if he
For Conversations, Kinch assembled could get people to take him.
the band he 's been playing live with
"Convent ionally, there's some barrisince 2002 : guitarist Femi Temowo, ers. It's hard for British jazz musicians
stand-up-bassist Michael Olatuja and to be taken seriously in the U.S.," he
drummer Tony Williams . Kinch also sa id . " I think there's so many great
brought in the trumpet and voice of players in the States.
Abram Wilson for a few songs. Fellow
When it comes down to it, it might be
Dune Records altoist Jason Yarde pro- the perception that ' What does a Westduced the album. The main four blend
Indian British alto player have to tell us
well in their traditional roles, wi th about our tradition?'"
Kinch taking the solos on almost everyToo bad he's not offering tradition.
thing.
But the conventionally crotchety attiBorn in London in 1978 to a tude of jazz promoters and critics can
Barbadian playwright father and a never be underestimated.
British-Jamaican actress mother, Kinch
A future possibility for Kinch's jazz
learned respect for the art's young. His single idea is a lyrical track the group's
start in music came at age 8 when he been playing live for a while called "A
tried the clarinet in primary school. By Jazz Planet."
"Office culture would be a slow-mo,
the time he was 9, he had switched to
the alto saxophone . His introduction to with regular breaks to listen to bass
jazz came at age 13 when he met solos," he raps.
"What if jazz cou ld solve world wars
America 's lead member of the jazz cav~
airy, Wynton Marsali s.
/ and SWinging on the two and four was
His musical break came when he got government law." He envisions a world
invo lved in Dune founder Gary "where jazz is really a respected profesCrosby's group, Tomorrow 's Warriors . sion / And the most prestigious event is
As a training ground and jam sess ion a jam session ."

What kind
of musical
is this?
"An original one!
A great musical that makes us laugh."
-The New York Times

"Somewhere beyond the sublime
and-beyond the ridiculous lies
Urinetown. Fresh, exuberant,
even moving. Grade: A!"
-Entertainment Weekly

10% OFF

WINNER!
2002 TONY AWARDS·
TRIPLE CROWN

DECEMBER 9-21
(312) 902-1400
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Atkins stirs up 'beefy' controversy
o

The low-carb, no sugar, no-bread di et causes the body a little more than just some hun ger pains
up first. And since it takes more ener-

By Doris Oadavan
A&E Editor
Hollywood beauty Catherine ZetaJones claims she has been falsely
accused of being on it, and damn it,
she may just have to sue over such
harsh accusations.
According to a Nov. 12 article from
CNN.com, "lawyers for Zeta-Jones
have sent a letter to news organizations saying that she has been wrongly linked in some reports to the diet
which, according to the letter, 'has
been derided by nutritionists and other
health care officials for decades.'"
The "d iet" that Zeta-Jones says she
has been wrongfully accused of participating in is the highly controversial
weight-loss plan of Dr. Robert Atkins.
Designed as a way to lose weight by
consum ing foods that arc high in protein and low in carbohydrates, the theory behind it is that since the body
bums both fat and carbohydrates for
energy, the carbohydrates will be used

gy ,to break down fat, the cnd result is
nol gaining back the weight you originally put on. If you cut oul the carbs,
you cut out the pounds.
Foods once considered off-l imits.
such a5 eggs, Jamb chops, bacon,

cheese and beef, are now considered a
healthy part of the diet. The diet
excludes foods such as rice, bread.

candy. juice and fruit.
By drastically reducing the amount
of carbohydrate-intake in foods such
as beer, bread, pasta and potatoes and

by eating more protein and fat, the
body Icams how to digest fat.
In [Urn, the Atkins diet reduces the
cholesterol level in blood. So not only
w ill you lose the weight, you'll feci
satisfied and won't be hungry again in
the next hour in theory.
Anna Tikhomirov, a 28-year-old
biology major at Northwestern
Universi[y, said that after trying other
diets, she always ended up gaining
back the weight she'd lost. She began

Acco rding to the Atkins plan, meat and produce fool the body
into th inking tha~ it's full , eliminating the need for carbs.

the Atkins diet two years ago and has
stuck with it to this day.
"It 's nol easy. It 's a long process,
and it's actually very difficult. At least
for me it was," Tikhom irov said.
"The diet changes your metabolism so
that later on your body adjusts and it
becomes your nonnal eating habits.
But, it takes awhile for your system to
get used to it."
Tikhomirov said that although the
diet docs work for her, it might take
awhile for results to show.
In the beginning she said there
might be a few side effects from the
transition to Atkin such as dizziness,
headaches and fatigue. She said that
since the body' is used to digesting
carbs, not having them begins to create some problems.
"When you don't get those carbs,
you start to feci weird. I fe lt kinda
strange (for the first three months of
the diet]. I felt like something was
missing," Tikhomirov said.
"It took about three months for me
to notice a change. You won't get fast
results, maybe two, three pounds a
month. I don't know, maybe other
people will have different results than
me," she said. " I' ve been cheating a
little now, but I haven't gained back
any of the weight I lost."
According to , ..wv.'.atkins-dict.us,
the benefits of the diet include sustained weight loss, higher energy levels and clearer thinki ng. The site also
said that a shift to a low-carb diet
improves blood flow and deals with
hunger pains- a problem that people
on other diet plans commonly have to
endure.
The
Atkins
plan
allegedly
improves memory func tion, as well as
adds many othe r health benefits.
But a diet that says you can eat as
much lobster, chicken, crab and pork

Apparently, this food group doesn't fit into any kind of diet plan.
as you like sounds like some kind of
dream diet.
According to Regina Garcia, a former nurse at Glenbrook Hospital, it's
actually more like a nightmare.
"Atkins is not a good idea. You can
lose a lot of very important vitamins
in your body," Garcia said. "Each person, by anatomy, is different. What
may be good for one person, may not
be good for another. The Atkins diet is
very particular, where your body can
either accept or not accept something.
"Some people that choose the diet
don't eheck with their doctor fi rst and
don' t even know the hann they're
doing to their body."
According to Garcia, part of the
problem with our constant battle with
weight loss is that, compared to 10
and 20 years ago, the portions we' re
used to eating now at restaurants and
at home arc more than we need to be

eating. "The nonnal person docsn't
even realize how much they cat. It's
like we're addicted, like an addiction
to cigarettes and alcohol. We can't
even control ourselves anymore," she
said. "Look at the McDonald's menu
and their super-size fries. I mean, is it
really necessary to super-size it?"
Garcia said it's vital to eat from
every food group, but 10 eat in moderate proportions. She said that the body
will be deprived if it docsn't get the
right vitamins. She also said that exercising regu larly and not eating after 7
p.m. is very important.
"The point is, you don't really need
to keep a certain diet. You just have to
know when to zip your mouth and not
cat too much," Garcia said. "Enjoy
your life, but be smart about it."
Apparently. that's what Zeta-Jones
has been talking about all along.
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Street Wear

Hey,

Every week, TIle Chronicle brings you
fashion from fellow Columbia students. ·

Aries (March 2 1-April 19) You are a controlling, man'ipulative maniac. You need to take it look. in the mirror, bubba, 'cause when it comes
down to it, you're the one to blame. And by the way. your co-workers
are plouing your downfuJ L
Taurus (April 2()"May 20) Your girlfriend knows. You know she
knows. You know what I'm talking about. lime to own up to your
sexual escapades orlhe 'SOs, '90s and, dammit, last night. Nothing
like a clean conscience, a 40 oz. and being sucked dry of all your pos-

sessions. Feel bener now, don't you?
Gemini (May 21-June 20) You suck at your jQb. and there's no potential for improvement Maybe it's time to consider a new line of
work--remember the Salvation Army always needs Santas this time

or year.
Ca ncer (June 21-July 22) Remember when you were a kid and you
traded baseball cards for kicks? Well, trading sexuaJ favors for coke
isn't quite the same. Odds are that nasty rash isn't from the tryptophan
in the rurkey;maybe you should lay off the " Topps.," at least until the
burning, itching sensation goes away.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) You cranky little bitch, you stink as bad as yo')ur
work ethic. It's time to take a shower. And things aren't so great at
work either. Maybe your "stank" is gerung in the way of conununicalion because no one ever knows what the helt you're talking about.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) If you thought last week was bad, then you
better stay indoors this week. Watch out for falling pianos, loose sewer
grates and your roommate, who has a tendency to leave the stove on
at night. This cMld be your end, watch yourself and savor the
moment.
Libr.! (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) You're the boss this week.. Make a decision.
Fire sOmeone. Sheesh, at least pretend to earn your paycheck..
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) My, my, aren't we the conceited one this
week? Little ruJe ofthurnb: When flirting with a hot guy, make sure
there's no food in your teeth first Nothing says hot mama like a
spinach smi le.
Sagiuarius (Nov. 22-0ec. 2 1) You'U see an old acquaintance this
month. Let's just say. you're better off than that old homeless, crossdressing; Joe Watson from rugh school. Count your blessings and his
teeth.
Capricorn (D~ . 22-Jan. 19) Layoff the caffeine, your hyperactive
antics will get you nowhere this week. Wake up and smell the decaf,
your opinion isn't the only one that counts.
AqnariuJ (Jan. 20·Feb. 18) Hi, It seems that sometimes you forget .
you'.re Got the only person on Earth who maners . In fact. seeing
into thp future, your funeral will o nly be attended by three people:
your high school prom date (you forgot to pick her up, remember?),
your brother (I still can't bel ieve he forgave you for naming him over
with the car, dragging him for 10 miles Whilc"you jammed to Warrant.
His hair still hasn't grown back) and your shop teacher (who was
forced into retirement after he lost his two fingers during your table
saw lesson).
Pisces (Feb, 19· March 20) You're a big, fat traitor. 'Nuffsaid.

Na me : Brett Phillips

Name: Christophe r Wat son

Age: 24

Age: 23

Age: 19

Major: Fashion Design

Major: Fictio n W ri ting

Major: Theater

"Co lor fu l. "

" T h is is my Mond ay wea r. "

"Accessorize . "
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·how to become freethinking women in

. McDonald's is not happy wi th .MerriamWebster 's definiti on of Mcjob as "low paying and
dead-end work." Accord ing to oxecutives, it's
quite easy to climb the corporate ladder from
shake machine to fre nch fry distribution.
. Redhead Poets Society: Julia Roberts teaches
Kirsten Dunst, Julia Stiles and Maggie Gyllenhaal

AN ENTERTAINING WORLD
charmiog Chicago mm star. Sounds like
another bori ng comedy written by Nora
Ephron .

Mona Lisa Smile.
• Victoria's Secret Fashion Show: Hal fnaked women strut across the stage teasing
millions of single men watching in their
mom 's basement.

Name: Stacy Shaefe r

(Chunk and Sloth will return as homosexual
pi rates.)

. Lost in Translation : Sti ll trying to fi gure
out exactly what happened at the end of The
Matrix trilogy. T here were machines, and
computer programs, and Keanu Reeves.

. Frat Boys Fight Back: A special episode
w ill ai r on Bravo called "Straight Eye for
the Queer Guy." Five straight men wi ll
teach a gay man the basics of beer bongs,
drunk driving and date rape.

. Goonies 2: It's offic ially been confirmed . The story revolves around some
kids saving the town of Astoria ... again.

. Paycheck: Ben Ameck's new movie or
what he won't get if it sucks like the rest o f
his films.

. Happiness equa ls a milkshake at 4 a.m ..
. Sritney Spears and John Cusack: A
naughty but nice Loui siana girl falls for a

Quicl( Pic, at the movie,
~ 'Bubba' is bac k in town
Dubba HO-Iep is the story of an old man growing older in a retirement home in
Texa,s.
The man is Elvis. He and his friend John F. Kennedy- the ex-president, who is
now black- must defend their home from an ancient mum my in order to save their
souls.
Sounds like a bad joke, but, while Dubba HO-Iep has plenty of opportunities to turn
into a bad joke, it portrays th is wacky story in a n a lmost be lievable way.
This is due in no small part to the conv inc ing performances of the two lead actors .
Bruce Cam pbell, who is best known for his one· liners in Army of Darkness and Evil
Dead 2, delivers some more classics lines as Elvis. Veteran screen actor Oss ie Davis
(Do The Right Thing and Grumpy Old Men) plays a retirement home resident who
believes he is JFK . These two give such strong performa nces that you want to believe
they are actually Elvis and JFK .
The duo is on a quest to save their neighbors' souls from an ancient Egyptian
mummy, Bubba Ho-tep- who was actually scary. The director, Don Coscarelli,
crafted a poignant film about fighting for life instead of waiting for deat h.- Andrew
Greiner

Ratin9 'y/tem:

©= Sic Pic

'Glass' shatters facts, reality
ShaueredGlass is a riveting and powerful expose ofajoumalistic fraud- and no, it's not the Jayson Blair story.
Before Jayson Blair, there was Stephen Glass, the former associate editor at the New Republic who, at the ripe
old age of25, was fired for "cooking" his stories. In 27 of his 41 published stories, Glass fabricated facts, sources,
quotes and cven a federal law. On the surface, this story may seem uninteresting, at least to those outside thejournalism field, but first-time director Billy Ray mesmerizes the audience with the most powerful tool- truth.
Glass features Hayden Christensen of Slar Wars fame, who is at his annoying best as Stephen Glass.
Christensen portrays Glass as a master manipulator out to servc his own ego and perpetuate his bi1..arre bcliefthat
he is a victim.
However, the real star of the movie isn't Christensen; it's Peter Sarsgaard who plays Charles Lane, the editor
who fired G lass after his penchant for fabricating facts became pUblic. Sarsgaard's performance is a tour de force,
both simple and stunning. With a quiet but resonant presence on screen, Sarsgaard makes Lane likeable and full
of integrity.
Glass is rounded out by an incredible supporting cast. A toned down Steven Zahn plays Adam I'enenbcrg, the
reporter from Forbes Digital Tool who discovered Glass' fabrications . Hank Azaria puts in an understated performance (one of his best in years) as the late Michael Kelly, a fanner editor of the New Republic who died last
Apri l while covering the war in Iraq.
Overall, Glass is simple storytelling at its best, alluring and unflinchingly truthful.- Kristen Menke

@= .Just Worth The Trip

(8)= Icky Flick
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The ultimate concert experience
o The Chronicle offers seven suggestions to enhance a night on the town with your favorite musicians
Kat Gresey

Ass."'IA&E Ed~Of
There is no group of individuals
bent more on going to concerts than
the college crowd. and Co lumbia
students arc no .exception. They will
scrape up -every dingy penny, sell
their prized possessions and max out
their credit cards to gel tickets to
those once-iowa-lifetime shows, all
in hopes of having that once- in-alifetime experience.
But once on their way. what
should enthusiast ic fans do to ensure
Ihey have the absolute best ti me
imaginab le? Here are a few tips
from Columbia students who have
learned, sometimes the hard way. to
truly rock 'n ' roll.

(

.•.
t>

Co nsum e liqu or : Fans say the
only thing better than see ing the
band you love. is see ing the band
you love com plete ly inebriated.
Mosl ve nues in Chi cago se ll drinks,
but even if your destination is as dry
as a prohibition rally, you can
always down a few brewskies before
you arri ve al the show.
"As a consumer of alcoho l 'and
one of its biggest fans, I fully sup·
port the idea of getting loaded
before, during and after the show,"
said music business major Brad
Danielson, 24. '" love pounding a
few and letting go of all inhibitions
and groovin ' the night away at a
Wookiefoot show."

Listen , lis ttn , listen to the b a nd
before the show: Knowing all or

just a few of the songs that will be
played at a concert wi ll no doubt get
you pumped for the show. After all,
what's better than singing along to
your favorite song live?
"I try to make sure I know all the
songs the band wi ll play that night
so I can jam with them," said 2 1·
year· old broadcast jJ:>urnalism major
Brian Rodriguez . "If I don't know
the song, I can still have a good
lime. It 's so loud no one knows you
are si nging the wrong words."

Mee t new friend s: You have
thousands of kids gathered in one
spot, many who arc single. Meeting
a new person or two shou ld be completely unavoidable . Whether it's

that drugged·up freak dancing next
to you or the hotti~ giv ing you the
eye, it's always good to branch out
and meet someone you wi ll most
likely never see again.
"You have to talk to other people,
because you never know who you
will meet at a show," said Valerie
Wezran, 21, a mus ic business management majo r. "My 'no rmal'
friends are just too normal for a concert, so I take my crazy girl s and we
have a blast."

Meet the band : Some people just
know what it takes to meet the band.
It cou ld be gctti ng by with sex
appeal or using brains 10 strategical·
Iy figure out where and whe n the
band will enter or exit the ve nue . No
matter what it takes, a true fan wi ll
have an unforgettable experie nce
getting up close and personal with
the musicians he or she adores.
"A couple of years ago, , discov·
ered that , cou ld eas ily arrange
interviews with bands if I promised
to write an article fo r my h,igh
school newspaper," said 18-year-old
broadcast journalism major Annie
Kelly. "I went after interviews with
members of They Might be Giants,
Reel Big Fish, and Good Charlotte.
See ing the' ba"ds live was a huge
excitement to me, but getting to
meet thc band beforehand rea lly
made the experience."

" PEACE
CANNOT BE
KEPT BY

you're a true concert diehard you
probably did in the past. There is no
feeling quite like floating gracefully
above a sea of busy hands. Just
don't land on your head .
"I think when you see a show that
is standing-room only, body surfing
is a must," said fine arts major Erin
Kariiuk,21.
"When you arc packed in so tight
that you can't see over anyone's
head, body surfing can get you
ahead to the front of the pack and
offers you an excellent view of the
stage."
Discard valuables: In the middle
of ~ sweaty floor it can be 4ifficult
to keep track of one's valuables.
Many a frenzied ind ividual has lost
a valued possession in the spirit of
the concert moment. For safety 's
sake, leave the diamond jewelry at
home.
" ( made the mistake of wearing
my favo rite brace let to the Warped
Tour a coup le of years ago," said 21 ·
year-o ld magazine major Lisa
Radke.
'" got in a moshpit during a
Mi sfits performance, and my
.bracelet was gone forever! Since
then, ( never wear anything I'd miss
ifit got lost."

Give back to the band: .They
provide replayab le hours of head
bopping, feet stomping music, and
you're just dying to return the favor.
Hop up to the front and toss those
dudes your demo, bra or body. It
could be the only chance you get to
give something back to the rock
stars you love .
"The greatest concert experience
of my life occurred when I gave the
artist a personal artifact of mine,"
said 26-year-o ld mus;c management
major Duane Blank.
" ( drove down to St. Louis to see
my favorite band with front row
tickets. During the set r waved my
shades to the lead singer and he took
them and wore them for a song. He
then gave them back. It was just a
cool concert experience for me."

Surf:You may not have body
su rfed at, a concert
for' some
time. if1
I
,." •
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We Offer: Homemade 1/2 Pound
Burgers, Submarines, Turkey Burgers,
Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot Dogs,
Croissiants, Gyros, chili Cheese Fries,
Chicken Gyros and many more items.
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In a religion that was born in a barn,
an open door goes without saying.
Our church Invlles you

to loin us this Sunday In Ihe worship and

fellowship of Jesus Christ.

C~rr~~ ~~® ~hll~
lllJl~~tM'~rtiI C~llJlrrdil
Advent worship with Holy Communion
(beginning November 30)
every Sunday at 10:00 a.m,

Chrislmt\s E.ve
C.ndleUght Service 7:00 p.m,
Potluck Supper 8:00 p,m,

Students Welcome!
Rev. Scott Chlnbul'g, Pllstor

1532 S. Michigan Ave . 312-939-3720
Sharing God's Love and Embracing Diversity
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'Waitress'offers another healthy
helping of Belle and Sebastian
Murdoch explores up-tempo, '!J'$iI'IlI'Ir.I~r:t

By Dominick Basta

'60s

Staff Writer

pop

such

as

Burt '

Bacharach and The Beach
Boy s for inspiration. The
When Belle and Sebastian
result is a new record that
emerged on the scene in 1996, they energizes the band and puts
instantly embodied the sorrowful, their melancholy (and by
sens itive indie rock sound that
now, stale) iodie rock behind
would pervade alternative music for them.
the next eight years. The Scottish
The opener, "Step into My
band, named after a French chil· Office, Baby," is a fun airy
dren's television show from the string-fi lled pop tunc about
1970s, developed the prototype of having sex with your boss.
the new indie fans : shy, lanky boys The lighter, well-produced
in tight lees and mousy, bespecta· approach on the record
works wonders. The second
cled girls who smoke clove ciga·
track, "Dear Catastrophe
rettes. The dreamy melodies could
Waitress," is classic Belle &
make even the quietest, most intro·
Sebastian. Reminiscent of The
verted people sing along with glee.
Smiths, the catchy track is a great
With practically no press, sel dom example of where Belle & Sebastian
is headed.
touring and little, if any, radio play,
Without jumping on the typical
Belle & Sebastian amassed a legion
rock bandwagon of The Strokes or
of devoted fans across the country.
The
White Stripes, Belle &
Their debut album, If You 're Feeling
Sebastian continue to engage li sten·
Sinister, landed the band in the CD ers with their musical style, which is
player of every bicu rious college a variation on classic folk·rock and
boy and girl as they li stlessly gazed
Northern
Soul,
updated
and
out the windows of their dormitory
approached with a real s incerity.
The closing track, "Stay Loose",
rooms.
To date. Belle and Sebastian has has Elvis Costello w ritten all over it,
which doesn't
four records: 1998's r-~----------, make it any
The Boy with the
less brillianl.
A,a.b Strap, 2000's
If anything,
Fold Your Hands.
ChIld, You Walk like L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.J it's a brave
venture into
a Peasanl, and 2001's Siorytelling.
new wave territory that suits the
The first actual album. Tigermilk band quite well.
wasn't released in the United States
The record harkens back to their
until 1999.
earlier, folkier sound with tracks
Belle & Sebastian's sound has such as "Lord Anthony" and
been compared 10 The Smiths, Pu lp, "Wrapped Up in Books." "Piazza,
Nick Drake, Simon and Garfunkel New York Catcher," exchanges the
a~l~ .The Velvet Underground. But on
lush instrumental arrangements of
cfielr
latest
release,
Dear the other tracks for a sweet, youthful
Catastrophe Waitress, Belle & acoust ic love letter to the famed
Sebastian change up it's formula
Mike Piazza. The tender, sou lful " If
with great success.
She Wants Me" ranks as one of
Eschewing the wistfu l, sad·boy
Belle & ~ebastian's best songs.
sound of previous efforts, lead
Currently on a North American
vocalist and main songwriter, Stuart tour and appearing in several maga·

I

CD Review
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'God' promotes
'confessions'
o Di verse musical group hits road for latest
rock and roll odyessey
By Kat Gresey

Assistant A&E Editor
Having just released its second
album
Interrogations
and
Confessions, pseudo-rock band Oh

zinc interviews, Belle & Sebastian
seems to be heading for a change in
image as well as sound.
For those lucky enough to have
caught the band in Chicago last
month at the Congress Theater, .2135
N. Milwaukee Ave., Belle &
Sebastian performed a majority of
this record with the energy it
deserved.
More than any of the previous
records, Dear Catastrophe Waitress
best lends itself to live performanc·
es . Murdoch came across as a
charming, clever bloke who's
become more comfortab le with
playing live .
The aud ience seemed 10 enjoy the
live ly bombast of the newer mate ri·
al more than the softer "cham ber
pop" of older records.
Though it seemed the sappy, frag·
ile Belle & Sebastian may be gone,
the band's newest efforts sent them
off into brighter, better territory.
And unlike other "emo" and indie
music, Belle & Sebastian hasn't let
success go to their heads . It is this
refreshing distinction that keeps the
band ahead of the indie movement it
helped inspire .

My God is now on a 32 -date tour to
spread the word.
The trio is taking its sound on the
road over the next two and a half
months to give listeners a taste of its
diverse rock sound.
The 14·song album features Billy
O'Neill on vocal s and bass, Bish on
d~ums and Iguana on organ and
plano.
Listeners are bombarded immedi·
ately by the weird, funky sounds
produced by Iguana on the keys, the
un ique element of the band.
The
hard·synth/ video·game
sounding keyboard takes center
stage amid catchy choruses and bass
p laying during the album's 14
tracks.
It is a diverse album containing
more lovey·dovey ballads like
"February 14th" and rocking tunes
like "Vo latile." O'Neill's vocals
adapt with no problem to the differ·
ent musical styles throughout the
album.
During
"Funhouse
Mirror
Mother," a well·written, cryptic·
sounding song, O'Neill's voice,
which produces a wide range of
sounds, sings, "We've lied togeth·
er/ We've been tied together/ We've
embraced
each
other/ We've
replaced each otherlEach inside the
otherlFunhouse mirror mother."
The album's last two tracks, "Rat
Man" and "Rat· Man's Confession,"

arc the two strangest songs off the
disc and are as diverse as the rest of
the album.
"Rat Man" is hard rock , with
quick punk drumming st rai ght
through to the end; "Rat·Man's
Confession" opens with sing-song,
helium·induced vocals, riding right
into mellow music topped with spa·
ken word that last for more than 10
minutes.
The story of Rat Man is as weird
as this band's style . As the tale goes,
Rat Man was a regular guy until a
rat that had undergone government
experimentation bit him .
After the attack, Rat Man roamed
alleys in search of food and was
eventually arrested after he was
found near the scene of the crime.
It is a strange tale to say the least.

Interrogations and Confessions
takes a couple of listens to get used
to the variation of sound this band
can produce.

c h o I a r s h i p s

U n d erg r a d u ate

Students

A t

Edward L. and Marsha E.
Morris Scholarship

AI Parker Scholarship

$3000 maximum award for the
Spring 2004 semester. This

$1500 maximum award for the
Spring 2004 semester. This

sholarship is for outstanding
full -time junior and senior level
television students.

scholarship is for outstanding
full-time junior and senior level
radio students.

Deadline:
November 21, 2003

Deadline:
November 21 , 2003

Applications are available at:
Student Financial Services,
600 S, Michigan, Room 303
www.colum.edu/scholarshlps

Office of Enrollment Management.
600 S. Michigan, Room 300

Academic Advising,
623 S. Wabash. Room 300
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Advancements
6 Fellows
9 Phooeyl
14 Aluminum
maker

. 15 Gabor sister
16 Take flight to
unite
I
17 Legal claims
18 Sole cleaner
19 Pooped

20 Singer Easton
22 Ames and Koch

23
26
28
31
32
33

Mea! paste
Fisherman
Flowoul
Bard's river
Beer glasses
Tin Man's cure·
all

34 Statutes

35 lake Erie port

41 Director Burton

42 lumberjack 's

"Y

·T(inity~

author

47 Opening-day
pilcher
48 Language
quirks
49 Satisfy lully
50 Grant or Majors
51 Actor Nielsen
52 Pre-owned
53 Part of GTE
55 Impede
57 Group of lions

59 _ had ilupto '
here!
60 Opera songs
64
65
66
67
68
69

Capp's hero
Adult male
Sudden onrush
Placards
Gallery display
Cromwell's
earldom

DOWN
1 Guy's sweetie
2 The Greatest
3 Lipinski's
surface
4 Flapdoodle

Spring Internship Availablel! Medical
Contracting Services, Inc. Please submit
resumes to:
internship@medicalcontractinJj.com

···ACT NOWI Book 11 people, get 12th trip
free. Group discounts for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202

Intemetsuperstar Communications TMobile, AT&T, Sprint, Nextel and Pre-Pay
Wireless . 6805 N Sheridan Road (Pratt and
Sheridan) 773 465 4616 Call us Today!
Support this Student Run Company.

Spring Break - sign up with Student Express
and get FREE round trip airline tickets to
over 15 International destinations - including Aruba, Dominican Republ ic, Costa Rica ,
Caribbean hot spots and more. Why go with
anyone else. Limited offer - call now.
Commission rep positions also available.
1·800·787·3787

36 "The Gold Bug ~
penner
37 "Gunsmoke" star
39 Beginnings

46

Valet Parking Attendant· Great PaY and
Flexible Hours. Work in Fun atmospheres,
nightclubs, restaurants, and hotels. Full and
Part time hours. 847-670-Q871 .

5 Miss Universe's
band

Solutions

6 Keepsake
7 Christian gospel r.;-t-;;t;;t,;t;'IIES ;;;t'-;7f;:r.;t;;-S

8 Portman or
Maines

9 Jazz pianist

10
11

12

13
21

23

Oscar
Lost traction
Grade-B
Westerns
Barbary Coast
denizen
Marry
Area of
Manhattan
Of a certain

sound
24 speech
Excessive
desire for weaUh
25 Local legislative
assembly
27 Countersigned
29 Black mica
30 Worthy of
worsh ip
38 Jerry and Ben
40 Rustring

Waves'

Make Money taking Online Surveys Eam
$10-$125 for SUNeys Earn $25-$250 for
Focus Groups Visit
www.cash4students.com/columcol
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED
AD ONLINE AT:
www.ColumbiaChronicleClassifieds .com

Artist' residence studios and one bedrooms
from $450 steps from el, lake and shopping
Included: heat and gas, computer lab with
internet, darkroom, gallery performance and
rehearsal space, and painting and sculpture
studios. Contact Hunter properties at 773477·7070 or will at 773-505·8668

~~~tt
43 Author of ~T he
Sound 01

ROOMMATE WANTED. Columbia student
seeks Female roommate 20·25 to share 2
bedroom apartment. Available Now. Walk to
all campus buildings and downtown. Close
to "L" station. Great Lake Viewsl
$700/tno .+util. Parking avail: for $125/mo.
Call Maggie at 312·663-6918 or
847·217·0242.

COMCAST CABLE TV. FALL TV PROMO.
$19.99/Month:77 Channels. Free Install. No
Contract. In serviceable areas only. Call
authorized representative:
Missy 708·612-4062

56 Comfort

57 Pops
58 Hiner 's stal.

44 Venezuelan

61 Tax grp.

currency
45 Distinguished
54 Biblical garden

62 Long span of
time
63 Form datum

TELEVISION STUDIO CREW: Seeking to
fill various production pos itions in the popular & proven weekly television program;
NUDE HIPPO YOUR : CHICAGO SHOW
Call 773-772-1200 ext. 270 or visit
www.NudeHippo.com/crew for details!
There is no pay, just great experience &

'iiii'iiiiiiiijiij~iiiiijiij~ii"'iiiijii:;;;ijiiiniiii;;i~iiii exposure!

MAGNARX+
The #1 male enlargement pill in
the country. As seen on TV and
in Maxim, Stuff and FHM.
SIZE DOES MATTER!!
LIVE LARGE!!
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED!!

Call

1-800-300-4MEN
Mention that you read about it
here and get 2 bottles for the
price of 1!
Or visit us at •
www.magnarx.com .
Remember - be bigger, better
and longer!

el/l!RY' ~ t>ARRfN ~s

~, HE N¥:J Nif _
_
• N¥:J (;rwDN) PI>S
LP 1JLl.tN(; JoIIJoI 1l~6 roo
HJR6/VTNfJ Of' A 1'fRSON.
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EAR,N EXTRA MONEY
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
WITH UPS!

)

Now Hiring,
SEASONAL PART~TI~E
PACKA(jE HANDLERS
.. Earn S8.S0 per hour, with potential for
permanent job placement in the New Year
• Consistent Work Schedule

• Weekly Paychecks
• Weekends & Holidays Off

NORTIIBROOK
2525 Shermer Road

(5hermer & WillOw Rd'.)
Phi 8470480 ..61'8 8

Need HoW;s.y Ca,h?
Seasonal Delivery Dr;ver Helper opportunities: begin soon.
~ork to yOtlf l'leighbofbood. FOf O'n)te infufmalioo cootact
UPS today!
j.

Un de rg ro ~n~Ch£~f~nt
Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

this week's speciaLs:

Jamaican Jerk Burgers
onions served with potato chips

Individual Pizza

orange chipotle mayonnaise. tomato. romaine and

$4.00

asiago cheese. spinach and pine nuts

urkey. Bacon and Avacado Panini
chips

$3.75

$4.00

sLiced tomato served with potato
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South Loop Grace embraces diversity
gallery honors o
war heros
Church sets example of acceptance, home for gay reverend

By Mark Andel'1on

Con~_

If there is to be a schism in the
worldwide Anglican community over

o

Veterans museum features more than
1,000 pieces of art by more than 130 artists

the elevation of a gay priest to the
rank of bishop. you'd be hard pressed
to find any signs of it at Grace

Episcopal Church.
As part of a denomination that is
currently facing turmo il in the wake
o f naming an openly gay .man to the
position of bishop. one might expect
members of the South Loop pari sh to

have some strong opinions on the sub-.
ject. And fo r the most part, they do.
But. as it turns Qut, most of those in

Charln KUlhMriThe CI'NonicIe

The Above and Beyond Memorial is the National Vietnam Veterans
Art Mu·seum·s main exhibit, w~h more than 58,000 dog tags.
By Rachel Pulling
SIldWrile<
"We the will ing I Led by the
unknowing I Do the necessary I For
the ungrateful."
That statement greets the visitor
o n Dale Samue lson 'S drawing,
"Chas ing Charl ie," on the Natio nal
Vietnam Veterans Art Museum . The
artwork within, created by veterans
and victims of the war, seems 10 mi rror Samuelson 's senti ment.
"I was totally against it (afterward] ," Lany Bielski, a Vietnam
veteran. sai d. "Whatever views I had
before completely changed when I
gOI home . I couldn't blame anybody
(for] goi ng to Canada ."
The museum, localed not far fro m
Columbia at 1801 S. Indiana Ave., is
a Iwo-StOry building resembli ng a
warehouse, complete with bare concrete floors and open s pace .
The tour begins with the sound o f
wind chimes. But instead of wind
chimes, it is the sound of more than
58,000 dog tags hung from the ceiling, cove ring a 10 foot by 14 foot
area . The Above and Beyond
Memorial is dedicated to the me n
and women who died in the Vietnam
War, each represented by a dog tag.
Both floors of the museum showcase photographs, paintings, drawIngs, sketches, sculptures and artifacts . Many o f the pieces ha ve
explanations on identification cards
placed ncar the art; some explain
what is being viewed, and others tell
the experience behind th e creation .
The material used in some of the
a rtwork adds 10 the uniqueness .
Joseph Fornelli has several pieces on
exhibi t. Some of hi s medium choices included Coration coffee, ink or
charcoa l on paper or vellum, which
i'l onion paper. His pictures were
drawn during the Vietnam War, not
as a reaclion afterward.
A Vietnamese face drawn on the
back of an Army-issued hat, a piclure by arti st Michael Rumery, hangs
In the museum as well .
On the second tloor ncar the banister that ci rc les the Above and
Beyond Memorial, arc letters people
have written . Most arc about fr iends
or fami ly who served in the war,
some are wri ll en by vete rans . None

arc longer than a page and many are
short notes showing appreciatio n for
the museum .
Many veterans, thro ug h the artwork and letters, can relate to the
stories contained in the museum .
Bielski , like many others, was drafted into the war in 1969, shortly after
high school.
"As soon as I was drafted, I knew
I was goi ng [to fight in Vietnam],"
Bielski said . He explained that some
people were drafted but never sent to
Vietnam, due to their special skills.
Bielski worked for United Airlines,
so he was assigned to the armor divi sion.
"Seeing as that I wo rked for
United and worked so me heavy
equipment, they put me and one
other guy to Fo rt Knox for armored
tanks," Bie lski said . " It was ki nd of
a blessi ng in di sguise."
On ly I 0 month s after his draft and
five months into hi s stay at Vietna m,
Bielski 's tank was hit with a roc ket.
He had second and th ird degree
burns and spent mo re than a month
in a hospi tal in Japan, Bie lski said .
Afterward he was shipped to the
G reat Lakes Nava l Base and then
back to Fort Knox to serve the
remainder of his two years .
Bielski 's story is j ust one out of a
generation'S worth. T he muse um is
filled with people's memori es and
ideas about Vietnam . For some of
the artists, it was just a death field .
In a drawing, "The ~eathernec k ,"
Samuelson included these words:
"And when he gelS to Heaven, I To
Saint Peter he wi ll tell , I Anothe r
Marine reporting, Si r, I I've se rved
my time in HelL"
" If there wasn' t a war going on, it
was a beautifu l country," Diclsk i
said . " It Wa s lush, it was green . If
there wasn' t a war, it was like a tropica l isla nd (wi thl beautifu l beaches ."

The mU.feum 13 open Tuesday
through Sunday, /I a.m.-6 p.m. On
weeJcdays, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. on
Salurday and noon-5 p.m. On
Sunday. GenerllJ admiuion Is $5
and $4/or senion and .Jtudentl. For
more in/ormation about the museum
vl.f it www.nvvam.org.

the congregation saw last week 's historic ceremony in New Ham pshire
consecrating Rev. Gene Robinson as
bishop as a positive step fo r the
denomination as a whole. They felt
linle rancor and resistance to an event
many around the globe are reacting to
with horror.
And perhaps that's because most, if
not all, of the members of Grace
Episcopal Church are already used to
the idea. After all, their rector and
spiritual leader, Rev. Edward C urtis,
is not only a man who preaches tolerance and understanding, but is .also a
lot like Bishop Robinson in one
important way : Rev. Curtis is one of
only a small handful of openly gay
clergy in America today.
"Father Ted," as he is often known,
has led the church, housed in a building known as Grace Place at 637 S.
Dearborn St., for the last five years
and has lived as an openly gay man
ever since his arrival from a similar
parish in Cleveland. But while Grace
Episcopal has a number of gay, lesbian and tninsgendered church members, it has ended up looking a lot like
many other mainstream churches set
in diverse urban settings: its 50 or 60
members come from a wide range of
backgrounds, drawn more by the
church's dedication to soc ial justice
and community outreach than by any
notions of a gay and lesbian agenda.
That's due, in part, to the way in
which Rev. Curtis, 50. handles his
somewhat unique status. And while
much of the outside world has reacted
vehemently in opposition to the very
idea of a gay bishop, members of
Grace Ep iscopal have seemingly
come to accept it and see it in a positive light- inspired, no doubt, by the
example of Father Curtis.
" When I first moved here from
New Mex ico and contacted the
church, I was surprised," said
Michelle Dahlenburg. 25, an actor
and singer who became a member of
Grace Ep iscopal in 2002 . " I had never
been to a church that had a leader who
was gay. But the pari sh has been very
warm and welcoming, and I realized
right away that this is a really differ-

Heat

ent community. I feel privileged to be
a part of it."
For Rev. Curtis, coming to Chicago
also represented a significant step in
becoming who he is today. " When I
came here, I decided to live differently than I had in the past because t
be lieve that the Gospel call s on me to
be myself," he said, refl ect ing on his
decision to operate his ministry as an
openly gay man. " I think (being open]
is a call to integrity, a call to be who
you arc. It's so ironic- many people
leave the church to come out. I came
in the church to come OUI."
He also sees Bishop Robinson's
consecration as more of a natural progression for the Anglican Church than
a shock to its system, and he said he
feels it's appropriale that such an historic step happened in the denomination he serves.
"Anglicans have a lways been sort
of in the middle by saying we all have
a responsibility to educate ourselves
as Christians," he said. "Our authority
rests on a combination of scripture,
tradition and reason, which is why
when you ask us ' What do you think
about gay people? What do you think
about abortion?' well, you know, we
sit down around a table and have
some coffee and talk about it first. We
read the Bible, we look at the scholarship involved-we don' t just react out
of dogma.
.
" ( think for the U.s. church, of
which I am a part, this has been coming and coming and coming. We've
been talking about sexuality. officially and unofficially, with one another
on and offfor 30 years," he continued,
noting that a very similar process look
place around the issue of ordaining
female Ep iscopalian priests. "Our
leaders have been working on us to
not demonize each other, even though
we seem to have come to an impasse.
I think that's important- the ability to
stay together at an impasse is a bigger
unity than the kind that comes from
simple agreement."
Outside of the parish, not everyone
sees it that way. For some, the election
of Rev. Robinson as bishop represents
nothing less than a cataclysm that is
likely to lead to a worldwide split
within the churc h. The American
Anglican Counci l, a group representing a more traditional or "orthodox"
wi ng of the Episcopal church in the
Uniled States, said recently that " it is
st ill our firm belief that (;:8Oon
Robinson is not suitable to be a bishop in the Episcopal Church-for theological, biblical and doctrinal reasons."
Others have gone even furthe r.
Archbisho p Benjamin Nzimbi, the
head of the church in Kenya, said earlier this month, "The devil has clearly
entered the church. God cannot be
mocked ."

Andrew J. ScoUIThe Chronicle

Rev. Curtis has been living as
an openly gay man since coming to Grace Episcopal Church
five years ago.
But whi le many members of Grace
can empathize with the pain their fellow worshippers around the world are
feeling, the mood here at home seems
much more focused on moving for~
ward.
"I think as a community, the people
of Grace Church understand how
some within the Episcopal Church
USA feel that this consecration
opposes their belief system," ~id
Scon Smith, a South Loop resident
and member of the church, who, like
many of his fellow parish ionerS.
downplays the possibilitY, of a fonnal
schism . "As part of the larger church,
though, I think we should keep in
mind our responsibility to retain Ihe
common ground that we all share in
worship."
For Smith, as well as others, Father
Curtis is at the center of the parish's/
enlightened response to the divisions
that seem to be tearing at the vtry soul
of the Anglican Church worldwide.
" What's made, me feel a part of
Grace has been the way that Father
Ted works to kind of set the tone for
the parish," Smith said. "Th~t'~ both
within the service and the mission of
the churth. What has encouraged me
to expand my spiritual and intellectual growth in the church has been what
I have secn in him and what I have
seen him bring -out of the congregation."
" Father Ted is very giving, honest
and not afra id to be vulnerable,"
echoed Dahlenburg. " He says ' [' m
not here to be a model of perfection.
I'm like you- I'm confused and
scared too. Let's get through this
together. ,,,

Continued/rom Back Page

lords that try to figure out how long
they ca n go without paying the bill
or they don't fix the boiler," he said .
Williams sa id he believes it's not
as simple as fixing the boiler or paying the bill. Many o f his clients have
said tenants arc wasteful when it
comes to heating thei r apartments .
" People don't conse rve, not just
for money, bu t to save the p lanet . We
arc using re sources we don' t have
wh ile tena nt s want the tempe rature
up so they can walk around in their
underwear or tak e 30-m inute s howers," Williams sa id. "That's why a
number o f landlords arc as king us
how they can convert over to single
heating uni ts."
But some building owners arc
reluctant to convert because o f the
cost of construct ion. The estimated
cost to ins tall a furn ace or heati ng
device is $2,000 per unit. However,
furnace s will save landlords and the
renters mo ney in the lo ng run.
" It saves the owners S 1,500 to
$2,000 a mo nth, 50 basieully you've

paid for the units within 12 months.
T he city should somehow fund this
effort; it wi ll save energy and if the

tenants paid for their own gas, rent
would be much cheape r," Williams
said.

Peoples Energy average residential heating costs

$200
$150
$140
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Urban campuses
face space crunch
By Lisa Balde
ManillJing Editor
Columbia isn't the only area
school that says it has space issues.
As Columbia plans to spend nearly $] million to replace the elevators
in the 33 E. Congress Parkway
Building in an effort to better accommodate and transport students, other
Sout~ Loop campus administrators
aTC desperately trying to solve similar problems of their own.

Academic space-space that students usc solely for class- is getting
more and more difficult to come by
as student populations increase,
according to administrators.
This is especially true for urban
campuses that have little room available to physically expand.
According to Bob Arnold, the
associate director of student centers
at DePaul University, DePaul 's Loop
campus also faces major space constraints.
About 2,900 students access the
facility on a daily basis, making it
hard for lobbies and elevators not to
get jammed, he said.
"A ll spaces at this campus ... are
utilized as classroom space," Arnold
said, "except for the student center."
But using student center space is
sometimes necessary for the school to
accommodate its students.
East- West University, 816 S.
Michigan Ave., experienced suc h
huge student popu lation increases
within the last couple of years, and
administrators had to act quickly to
find more room . for classes and
adm inistrative space.

Two years ago, the school started
10 notice that thcre was a problem,

said William Link. East-West
University's director of admissions.
The halls were getting more crowded
and the elevators were bcginning to
run slower and gel jammed more
often, he said.
The school's solution to its space
shortage was to acquire another
building for $17 million.
According to Link, purchasing the
bui lding directly behind the school, at
the corner of 9th Street and Michigan
Avenuc, in 2002 alleviated a lot of
stress.
"There's been a huge number of
high school graduates {applying]." he
said, "and space is going to be an
issue everywhere."
Not every school can afford to buy
additional buildings when space gets
tight, especially when the school is
located in the middle of an urban area.
Teri Reed. an academic space consultant for colleges and universities
across the country. told The
C hronicle that issues such as these
have been plagui ng schools fo r the
last decade.
"No matter where the university is
located, space issues are often similar," she wrote in an e-mail.
"University land is often bordered
with businesses affi liated with the
university and residences as well.
For sure. the rural campus has more
literal room to grow than an urban
campus, but in both cases the community has to be worked with to
ensure that there is mutual respect for
the use of the land i.e. universities
can't push people out just because

they want more space."
Thcre is no easy answer to this
problem, Reed said. Demands fo r
money to buy more space and to
update facilities are always there, but
resources for finding the money are
not always easy to obtain.
"The easy solution is to find more
classrooms," Arnold said. "The reality is the demand is not shrinking."
Arnold said that the most desirable
answers wou ld simply lie within finding the space to house these classes
and to detennine how all the space
will be used.
The secondary answer surrounds
altering schedules so that classes can
be staggered enough to reduce congestion in lobbies.
DePaul doesn't allow for a lot of
flexibility in terms of scheduling,
Arnold said.
Columbia officials sai d that,
although it would be in the best interest of the students to offer more classes on Fridays and Saturdays, few students would actually sign up for them.
"One incredibly simple solution
for more classroom space that is very
clear to many would be to schedule
classes from morning through night
instead of the prime time hours of 10
a.m. to 2 p.m .... Reed said. "The ability to use classrooms for more hours
of th e day wou ld immediately
increase the number of classrooms.
The reason this does not happen to
date on a large sca le is that the facu lty run the university."
Until one or more of these things
change, according to Reed, the problem wi ll remain the same.

Historic club closes for health violations
By Adam Zakroczymski
StalfWriter
The Quadrangle Club, located on
the University of Chicago's campus,
was temporarily shut down on Nov. 3
due to mouse feces found in the building Chicago Department of Public
Health. The Club responded quickly,
and business was booming after the
Quadrangle C lub re-opened Friday
evening.
"When we opened our doors, we
were full," said Chris Nogulich, manager of the Quadrangle Club.
Food services were halted at the historic Quadrangle Club, 1155 E. 57th
St., after a diner fi led the complaint
with the CDHP.
The Quadrangle Club re-opened on
Nov. 7, but it is expected to pay a fine
of up to $750 and make a statement
regarding their mishaps at an administrative hearing on Dec. 4.
The initial complaint was filed on
Oct. 2 1, according to Frances Patch,
director of food protection for the

CDPH.
The CDPH responded to the complaint and conducted an inspection on
Nov. 3. After finding mouse feces
within the building and in food preparation areas the CDPH promptly suspended the Quadrangle Club's license
for the food establishment.
The CDPH also noted a disorderly
exterior garbage container that,
according to a press release, was a pos·
sible dwelling area for rodents.
According to Nogulich, the club, in
addition to the "rodent activity," had
some structural and plumbing issues to
address, as well.
According to the CDPH 's website,
Violation No. 18 states, "All necessary
control measures shall be used to effectively minim ize or eliminate the pres·
ence of rodents, roaches and vennin
and insects on the premises of all food
establishments, in food transporting
veh icles and in vending machines." In
addition, Violation No. 19 stales "The
area outside of the establishment used
for the storage of garbage, shall be

clean at all times and shall not constitute a nuisance." The club was shut
down due to both violations.
The Quadrangle Club is a meeting
place, as well as an entertainment center for alumni members and university
faculty. It offers a restaurant and bar,
sleeping rooms, catering and even private rooms for meetings and parties.
The areas outside of the food service
facilities remained in full operation.
" I am surprised and disappointed
that a venerable, century-old institution
like that Quadrangle Club would be
allowed by its management to be home
to such unsafe condi tions," said John
Wilhem, comm issioner of the CDPH
in a press release.
According to Patch, the management of the Quadrangle Club requested are-i nspection of its facilities by the
CDPH. The re-inspection took place
on Friday, Nov 7. "{The club) took the
necessary action to pass," Patch said.
"The Club did close," Nogu lich
said, "but we're happy to be back
open."

•
A S4-yeat old male of the
J [00 block of South Ashland A.venue
was charged with pub]j~ Indecency
Nov. 2 at the Harold Washington
Library. The suspect was taken into
custody at 3:20 p.m.
w

•

An auto thef} occurred at ~ •

A

purse

snatching

27 S. Wabash Ave on Nov. 4 at II occurred ncar an el stop at 219 S.
p.m. The stolen vehicle is de;;cribed Dearborn St. on Nov. I at 11:25 s.m,
as a black 1991 BMW 300 series. There are no suspects at this time.
There are no suspects at this ti.me. .
•
An
armed
robbery
occurred at 20 I S, State St. on Oct.
•
A l7·year~otd male of th.e J I at 3:50 p,m. The suspect is 3,
6300 block o( Sout!> Wood Street white male, approximately 40 years
was 4;harged with theft Oct. 21, after old, No suspects have been taken
attempting t. rob Wabasb food & into eulttody at this time.
Liquor, 234 S.,Wabash Ave. The sus~
peet was taken into custody at 10;43
-.iennijer Golz
PJ1l,

31

Migrating birds
have new home
o

City steps-up conservation efforts

Chalies KushnerlThe Chronk:!e

A bird sanctuary at McConnick Place will house more than five million birds that migrate to Chicago each year.
By Tawney Saylor
StaffWrit~

As part of an ongoing effort to revi·
talize natural areas in the city, a rooftop
parking lot at McConnick Place has
been transformed into a six-acre bird
sanctuary and prairie.
After two years of preparation, the
Chicago Park District and the
Metropolitan Pier and Exposition
Authority completed the project last
month. Audubon Chicago also provided consultation and dozens of volunteers.
"If you had been on the lakefront a
hundred years ago, this is what you
would have seen," said Judy Pollack,
project coord inator at Audubon
Chicago. "It is refreshing to see some
of that is finally coming back."
According to the Chicago Park
District, more than five million birds
and 300 species migrate to Chicago
yearly.
"A ll of these birds are migrating
along the lakefront as they journey
north and south toward winter habitats," said Mary Van Haaften, natural
areas manager at the Chicago Park
District. "They need somewhere to rest
and refuel."
The sanctuary has many features that
make the space attractive to birds and
visitors a like. A large fence has been
built around the acres of prairie land
and flowers to protect the birds, and a
freshwater feature gives the birds a
chance to bathe. A solar device is also
in the process of being installed, which
will recirculate the water from the birdbath into a larger pool of water.
Visitors can take all of this in from
an observation platfonn on the east side
of McConnick Place.
"The viewing platfonn is important
not just because it is so inspiring, but
because it fosters awareness of all the
other creatures we share this big city

with," Van Haaften said.
In addition to the McCormick Place
sanctuary, there are three other bird
sanctuaries along the lakefront, including ones at Jackson and Lincoln parks.
"I think the city as a whole has been
tremendous in their environmental
efforts, and a lot of that credit should go
to Mayor Daley," Van Haaften said.
"By conserving green spaces, providing habitats for migrating birds, an,
implementing
renewable
energy
sources, his enthusiasm and awareness
trickles down to every level of the community."
The Lights Out Program, which
Daley introduced in 1999, strives to
minimize the chance of birds becoming
disoriented and crashing into the buildings by asking that high-rise buildings
in Chicago voluntarily tum off their
lights during the migration period.
Daley also signed the Urban
Conservation Treaty in 2000 with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which
contributed more than $40,000 toward
the sanctuary project. This treaty
"committed the city towards creating
and enhancing old habitats and further·
ing educational outreach programs,"
Van Haaften said.
"The fact that the mayor has that
much understanding about the importance of conservation efforts is heartening to thosc of us in the environmcnt. ,
community," Pollack said. "A lot of
cities will do green space projects, but
in Chicago people understand that you
can do genuine conservation work in a
big city."
Pollack said it is important that residents understand the impact conserva·
tion work can have on the community
as a whole.
,
"If you make places bencr for the
environmcnt, you create berter living
conditions for everyone," she said .
"Green space and the quality of lifc go
together."

Map Key

Panhandlers
win lawsuit·
against city
o Civil rights attorney fights for First
Amendment rights of those less fortunate
By Jennifer Golz
CiIy Bea' E<ltor

ArKhw J. ScoIIIThe ChrOOcIe

A Veteran's Day memorial ceremony was held at Soldier Field, on Nov. 11 . The 'Memorial
Water Wall' holds eight seals signifying each branch of the military. Wreaths were placed at
the base of each in memory of the men and women who have lost their lives in war. See page
30 for more Veteran's Day coverage.

City gas prices heat up
o

City renters may pay heating bill if landlords have their way

ByK.... AbosIP-...,
AssooaIeEdb<
A recent trend in the city's renta l
houJi ng market shows landlords and
property ownen instaliing furn aces
In mdnridual unit., In hopes 10 pa~o;
the CO'iI of heating on to their lenant, . More than 60 percent of
Chicagoans IJ ve In renlal housing.
but the maJonty o f tenants arc: not
obligated to pay gas CO'(,'I. leaVing
landlord., 10 foot the healing bill (or
entire: buildings.
"Ga., poet' ale a Jandlnrd ', b'ggC:'I1
e;tpenx by far. Over the past two
yean. we have begun 'lCc:tng property
(JWnet'l in!'lalling furnace ' Into md. 1I')(lu.1l, unil, ~au~ healing enOl' "
have become 100 much (or them ttl
handle," Judy RoeHig. UCCullvc: Vice
prcllident for the Chlcag" land
Apartment As'-OCiatirm 'aul.
She .aid there ha, ~en a ~(J per cent tl} 80 percent !nc rea\e In ga,
p1' IU' "oce 21.-x> and if the ell" "
p<t,~J (In (0 tenant' . they are Ie"
likely t') be lHe'p'lMlhle wl,h their
lI,dttle,
Over ,he PIe,t 'hree yea r•. ga.
pn<:e' h.. ve dl{lwn .... 'eady fRc rtl4\e
iter<"' ,~ n.. II<m. fn Chlcagtl. the
iUYnual ,a' tnll for the IIvcrltgt rtllide","aJ c(m'umu ranged fwm
$I ,/'(H) I(t " .200. It(;wrdfn, 'n
EhnM'fh C ... wJ. the. ml'lnMle r I,f
public and cl""munily rehlllu". f(Jf
't(~Je' Ener,),. ('II,HO \lid the rell-~ ~hil'td the. jncre,.~ i, ",,' yell,'.
UMJllpec:tedly, km, .... Infe'
•......eM~r ftJtulI,Ier, did m1f know
cokl we.the, wfl'Ukl 'Ij,t,fti IhfOU,h
.,;",. aM "lItn~r MQrrth,. And

Prop'"

e..,.y did. ', """k ••"".h

ga'i for heal." Caslro said. "Typically
th e heating season
is
from
November Ihrough April. We were
in May and June still heating ou r
homes. So we had 10 charge more for
ga~ last year and to make up for the
short supply."
And projected gas prices fo r 2004
are not muc h better. as they are se llo
increase Ihis year. This s ummcr.
Pel)ples Energy had 10 lap inlo <tddi tllmal reo;ourcc!! in o rder to Inc rca."c
production . Bul Tony Williams.
preludent fo r the Un fled Landlords
A"ociatfOn. lIa ld landlurd'l e nd up
paying the rilli ng costs. If keep ing
lenantll warm 111 neglected . the cily
wiJl co me down lIevercly on propcrIy ownerll.
Ma yor Ric hard M. Daley recently
an nounced the city ', plan, III cmck
d(Iwn n il I:llldiord, whu ate repealedIy c ited for vlIl l ;lllIl~ Ihe 1.: 11 y" ordi nance III m:llnlalll II ~ lfrrll': l e lll
amounl flf heal Within re lll ni hou' IIIK.
The city reqllfrell IlIndlorll , 10
keep apltftmenl ' helil ed al 61
degree, "vernight lind flH degree, in
the di-lY ' helween Sept. " IIml June
I. If II fJrf1pt"y IJW llet dHU flnl 1;0111 ply, Ihey fllce fine ll. Io:lltHI lillie iIIld
even the \elzllre flf property.
Hllwever, the cil y nffer, luw fn c.:(lUie lenn"h a nd ho meow ne r"
fin"nclA I ft",l,tAlIl!e Ihrtlugh the Low
'ncume Hume energy A""bulflce
","grAm . The PW@tlUfi I,frer" up 'u
S4,OUO III p"y fl)' he"lI n. cm' fII durIng the wl"'er "IImlh" The c ity NI""
,,(fen the Hmetgellcy 'I!lU !!l nl
A•• lllt,.IIce "'wguun IWt! v(lliche r!ll
fut hmoe wellherl/l"l m"terINI" AI

Hlrtne Deput ,
Acct"dlh, 10 Willi"",,,. hmtlluulll

and property owne rs are wo nde ring
why the city does n 't offe r financial
aid o r services for them .
"The landlord is jus t stuck ,"
Williams sai d . "The person who uses
the heat does n ' t care. and the person
who pays fo r it has no assistance."
In 200 1. land lo rds and building
owners expe ri enced the worst market 10 date because of high vacaru.:y
rales . This was particu larly diffi c ult
for lI mali builliing uwners . High
v;lCancy TIItes affectcd their ahility ttl
makc improveme nts s uch liS retrofitting their huildlllg wilh fu rn:lces .
" If YO li l!:I ve onl y two units anll one
is vaca nt . you st ill huve 10 pay risi ng
ulillt y Cllst ;Iml la)(e ~ fur both unit.... "
Rnctlgg SImi . "A nd 1'111 110t IIw:arc uf
:lIIy c ity grunt!! or emergency prugTllIII .~ 10 help these people nul. "
According 10 Will hUlls. the uveruge
monthly hill fur II 12-unit upurtlllclll
d lf rin~ the winlcr I~ mllrCllhnn $6,000.
J{lhn 8n(llc11 . prugrum dlrectur for
('hicngo'lI Metnlpnlltnn Tellul1U
O rgn nllutiun . lIllhl hI... office
receive" more thun 4,(KMJ htHit ur
repllir re lnted cUlllplnint li durlnK tho
wint er
IlHJllth ll.
while
the
(Jopnrllllcnt ur Uulldll1K" received
mnre thlm I b.I)(JO helu -relulcll CUIIIpllllnl!! IIuII wln ler.
IJart lell "KrecHI thllt pril:e!l nrc
becumlliK u tretne ly hl.h ror hUlll ·
lord", but he Abu belhwell If they
(1llInOt Rfrmd Itl pllY the price. Ihey
II hnuldn ' , be IlIlId lmilll.
" HeA l III upe llllive. "" 1II IIIIIunl8
try RlIlI keep Ihlllt(1I ~ h eR p hy III rlll"8
the ht"1 duwn , 1'IIld thtre Afe II hlln-
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Mark We inberg does n't g ive
money to panhandlers o n the street.
He believes in indi vidual responsibility. hard work and self-effici ency.
However. Weinberg has won a landmark case against Chicago in favor
of panhandlers' Fi rs t Amendment
rights,
Originally representing three
pl aintiffs. the lawsuit quick.ly turned
into a class-action lawsuit when il
was discovered that nearly 5.000
people had been ticketed or arrested
for panhandling in the city. Those
ticketed for panhandling are eligible
for $50 compen sation, and those
who have been arrested are eligible
for $400.
" I learned that the city was engaging in this practice fof arresting panhandlers1 and became so enraged
that I had to do something about il ."
Wei nberg said. " No one likes that
we are surrounded with homelessness, and we don't know what to do
about it. But what about the rights of
people to ask for help. 10 ask fo r
money, without being arrested?"
Weinberg. along with attorneys
from two other law finns. filed suit
in 200 1 against the c ity's 1991 ordinance in which panhandling was
considered di sorderly conduct. a
misde meanor that included an arrest
and a $500 fine . The city ceased the
o rdinance in 2002.
Under the statute o f limitatio ns.
anyone ticketed o r arrested for pan handling Iwo years prior to the lawsui t filing is e ligible to receive compcnsation . However. if the ticket or
arrest was in conjunc lio n with
anot her offe nse. such as obstructing
traffic or public drunkenness then

the individual is ineligible,
The city has set aside S99,OOO to
pay panhandlers who file a claim.
Those who qualify are able to comment o n the tentative agreement on
Dec . 19 at 9:30 a.m .• at the Dirksen
Federal Building. 2 I 9 S . Dearborn
St. People will have three mo nlhs to
subm it claims thereafter, and the
c hecks wi ll be cut in April.
Wei nberg "aid . According to ci ty
offi cials, any funds not claimed will
be used in future services for the
homeless.
Don Walls, 5 1. is a home less resident at the Pacific Garden Mission.
646 S . State SI. "Fifty dollars would
help anybody," Walls said . He has
been arrested and was not aware of
hi s e lig ibil ity to file a claim with the
city,
" I am thrilled and proud of what I
did for the homeless people and glad
I stood up for their constitutional
rights." Weinberg said o f his victory.
" I think. in a liule way I have conquered what is a cruel practice ~
the city of C hicago."
Weinberg said most people are
appalled by the victory, After
appearing on ''The O'Reilly Facto r"
earlier this mo nth . he said he has
received hate mail.
" I sti ll ha ... en't gotten any love letters. but I'm not sure if this was the
type of lawsuit you get praise for."
he said . Regardless of their feelings
towards the outcome, the media are
taking notice. Weinberg will also be
featured on "20/20" with John
Stosse L
'This is the type of work I like to
do:' Weinberg said. "Not only do I
think it is important, but I like to be
involved in the important social
questions."
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The City of Chicago hili MI l . $",000 104' penhenclle!t wI10
may hIve been
or \lckeltd In \he pelt fOur ytIllI, MonIet
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nOI clalmtd will btl ultd 104' homele.. MI'VIcet thlOUQhoul \he ~

